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University and philosophy at Istanbul University. Since the 1980s,

the author has published many books on political, faith-related

and scientific issues. Harun Yahya is well-known as an author

who has written very important works disclosing the forgery of

evolutionists, the invalidity of their claims and the dark liaisons

between Darwinism and bloody ideologies. Some of the books of

the author have been translated into English, German, French,

Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Albanian, Arabic, Polish, Russian, Bosnian, Indonesian, Turki,

Tatar, Urdu and Malay and published in the countries concerned. Harun Yahya’s books

appeal to all people, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, regardless of their age, race, and

nationality, as they center around one goal: to open the readers’ mind by presenting the

signs of God’s eternal existence to them.

MM
any people today are looking for a way to establish a way of life that will

bring them contentment, inner certainty and peace. Some of these seekers

believe they will find the happiness and peace of mind they are looking

for in religions such as Hinduism or Buddhism. Many people have been influenced by

these eastern religions because of their aura of mystery and mysticism, and because they

make use of techniques such as meditation, and because of the unusual attitudes, dress,

manner of speech and religious practices of those who follow them. However, these

religions espouse many beliefs and practices that conflict with reason and logic.

The belief in karma is one such characteristic of these religions that are currently

attracting interest in our countries. Although it encourages people to adopt certain

positive moral qualities, the philosophy of karma also contains several erroneous and

superstitious beliefs. It is not possible for these superstitions, which form the basis of the

belief in karma, to become a way to freedom for humanity or to bring people genuine

inner certainty and peace of mind. On the contrary, they cause even greater spiritual

confusion. 

The way to ensuring real happiness and peace of mind in this world is the religion of

Islam and its source, the Qur’an which our Lord, Allah, the One and Only Lord of the

universe, chose for humanity in order to restore the truths previously revealed to

Prophets and Messengers among all peoples on earth but forgotten and corrupted to

some extent almost everywhere. 

This book deals both with those aspects of the belief in karma that concern good ethical

practices that accord with the teachings of the Qur’an, and with those erroneous aspects

that accord neither with the Qu’ran, nor with human reason and nor with human

conscience.





TToo  tthhee  RReeaaddeerr

● In all the books by the author, faith-related issues are explained in the light of

Qur'anic verses, and people are invited to learn Allah's words and to live by them.

All the subjects that concern Allah's verses are explained in such a way as to leave

no room for doubt or question marks in the reader's mind. The sincere, plain and

fluent style employed ensures that everyone of every age and from every social

group can easily understand the books. This effective and lucid narrative makes it

possible to read them in a single sitting. Even those who rigorously reject spirituality

are influenced by the facts recounted in these books and 

cannot refute the truthfulness of their contents.

● This book and all the other works by Harun Yahya can be read individually or dis-

cussed in a group. Those readers who are willing to profit from the books will find

discussion very useful in that they will be able to relate their own 

reflections and experiences to one another.

● In addition, it is a great service to the religion to contribute to the presentation and

circulation of these books, which are written solely for the good pleasure of Allah.

All the books of the author are extremely convincing, so, for those who want to

communicate the religion to other people, one of the most effective 

methods is to encourage them to read these books. 

● It is hoped that the reader will take time to look through the review of other books

on the final pages of the book, and appreciate the rich source of material 

on faith-related issues, which are very useful and a pleasure to read.

● In them, one will not find, as in some other books, the personal views of the au-

thor, explanations based on dubious sources, styles unobservant of

the respect and reverence due to sacred subjects, or

hopeless, doubt-creating, and pes-

simistic accounts that
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only be ended with the ideological defeat of disbelief and by conveying the
wonders of creation and Qur'anic morality so that people can live by

it. Considering the state of the world today, which leads
people into the downward spiral of violence,

corruption and conflict, it is clear
that this service has to be



provided more speedily and effectively. Otherwise, it
may be too late. 
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Only
those who

choose the Qur'an as
their guide and the Sunnah of

the Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless
him and grant him peace, as their way of life are

completely free from superstition; they may hope to have
a good life both in this world and in the next

world, where this good life will
go on for ever.



any people today are searching for a way to es-

cape from all the inhumanity, chaos, confusion,

quarrels, conflicts, worries, selfishness and deceit

we see in the world; they are looking for a way to es-

tablish a way of life that will bring them contentment, inner certainty

and peace.

Some of these seekers believe they will find the happiness and

peace of mind they are looking for in religions such as Hinduism or

Buddhism. Many people have been influenced by these eastern reli-

gions because of their aura of mystery and mysticism, and because

they make use of techniques such as meditation, and because of the

unusual attitudes, dress, manner of speech and religious practices of

those who follow them.

However, although religions like Hinduism and Buddhism—

among the oldest we know of—give some good ethical advice, not

everything they contain is true. Over the centuries, they have absorbed 

elements of the customs and traditions of the societies that have

adopted them en masse, and have degenerated as a result of various

legends and erroneous beliefs that have been added to

them, so that the form in which we know them

today is one tainted with superstition.
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ISLAM AND KARMA

It is for this reason that these religions espouse many beliefs and prac-

tices that conflict with reason and logic.

So in the following pages it is important to remember that when

we talk about Buddhism and Hinduism we are really talking about the

current extremely ancient and now corrupted and degenerate reli-

gions, and not about the original religions and their founders. We have

been taught by Allah that every people has had messengers and

prophets to guide them through revelation. Some elements in

Buddhism similar to the values of the Qur’an may lead one to think

that Buddha might have been one of these messengers, who preached

the religion of truth. But this religion is extremely ancient and in-

evitably became corrupted after him, and lost its authenticity by mix-

ing with the cultures and religions of the countries in which it origi-

nated and to which it spread, and thus turned into a superstitious re-

ligion.1

The belief in karma is one such characteristic of these religions

that are currently attracting interest in our countries. Although it en-

courages people to adopt certain positive moral qualities, the philoso-

phy of karma also contains several erroneous and superstitious beliefs.

It is not possible for these superstitions, which form the basis of the be-
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lief in karma, to become a way to freedom for humanity or to bring

people genuine inner certainty and peace of mind. On the contrary,

they cause even greater spiritual confusion. They cause people to

adopt erroneous points of view and mistaken practices. It is these mis-

leading beliefs and practices which are the main subject of this book.

Before considering the erroneous aspects of the belief in karma, it

will be useful to remind ourselves of the following truth: the way to

ensuring real happiness and peace of

mind in this world is the religion of

Introduction
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Eastern religions attract people because of their mysti-
cal and mysterious air, despite containinga great many
irrational and illogical beliefs and practices.



Islam and its source, the Qur’an which our Lord, Allah, the One and

Only Lord of the universe, chose for humanity in order to restore the

truths previously revealed to prophets and messengers among all peo-

ples on Earth but forgotten and corrupted to some extent almost

everywhere. As Allah has told us, the Qur’an and the Sunnah are the

only things capable of rescuing humanity from darkness and bringing

us into the light; the Qur’an is the only book capable of being human-

ity's means of liberation. Allah explains this truth in the following

words in the Qur’an, which are addressed to whoever follows one of

the religions which existed before Islam:

People of the Book! Our Messenger has come to you, making clear

to you much of the Book that you have kept concealed, and pass-

ing over a lot. A Light has come to you from Allah and a Clear

Book. By it, Allah guides those who follow what pleases Him to

the ways of Peace. He will bring them from the darkness to the

light by His permission, and guide them to a straight path. (Surat

al-Maida: 15-16)
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Alif Lam Ra. This is a Book We have sent down to you so that you
can bring mankind from the darkness to the light, by the permis-
sion of their Lord, to the Path of the Almighty, the Praiseworthy.
(Surah Ibrahim: 1)

In this book we shall deal both with those aspects of the belief in

karma that concern good ethical practices that accord with the teach-

ings of the Qur’an, and with those erroneous aspects that accord nei-

ther with the Qu’ran, nor with human reason and nor with human

conscience. 

We should remember, however, that the belief in karma, in the

perverted form in which we have it with the inclusion of the concept

of reincarnation, is one that is not supported by any evidence whatso-

ever and that it is not contained in any divinely revealed book; it is ap-

parently a philosophy consisting merely of ideas that people have for-

mulated. A philosophy of this kind could easily be put together by any

person. In fact, an ordinary person could formulate several of these

philosophies. Moreover, one would not need to possess any knowl-

edge or spend any time in order to do this; a short time would be quite

enough to formulate a whole philosophical system of "beliefs unsup-

ported by evidence”. That is because belief in karma does not make

claims to any basis in rationality. 

Would it make sense to attempt to implement the rules of an irra-

tional philosophy that lacks proper evidence to support it? In this

book, using evidence to support our arguments, we will attempt

to show how illogical it is to believe in karma or to try to live in

accordance with it or with any other similar

philosophy.

Introduction
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Karma is a 
superstitious belief that 

attracts people because of its 
mystical and mysterious air. It is an 

offence to human reason, conscience
and creation in a great

many ways.



elief in karma is an important element in supersti-

tious eastern religions such as decadent Hinduism,

Buddhism and Jainism. Karma is a Sanskrit word

meaning "action" or "movement”. In Indian religions,

karma is conceived of as "the law of cause and effect”. According to

those who believe in karma, in the future people will experience the

consequences of whatever they have done in the past. Good comes

from good, and evil from evil. It therefore follows that the situation

they are in today is the result of the past.

According to this belief, however, what is meant by "the past" is

the life that a person lived before their current life; what is meant by

"the future" is their next life back on this Earth that will begin (or so it

is claimed), after death. The reason for this is that the belief in karma

is based on a belief in reincarnation—the belief that after death, peo-

ple return to the world in a different body, and that this process of

death and rebirth is continuous. It therefore follows that someone who

believes in karma believes that in the so-called life they will have after

death, whatever successes they have, whatever position in society

they occupy and whatever way of life they enjoy will

have been determined by how they behaved in

their previous life and on

15



ISLAM AND KARMA

their degree of morality in that life. 

For example, someone who is rich and successful in this life is

being rewarded with wealth for having been a good person in their

previous life. In the same way (according to the concept of karma),

someone who is poor, crippled or a failure in this life will have done

bad things in their previous life and is now reaping the reward for

those actions. In fact, it is claimed by those who subscribe to this su-

perstitious belief system that people may take the form of plants or an-

imals in their successive lives, depending on the nature of the evil they

have done. Later in this book we will demonstrate in detail that belief

in reincarnation is mere superstition. 

At first sight it might appear that a belief in karma would provide

a strong incentive for people to adopt attractive moral qualities, since

they will want to enjoy the best

possible conditions when they

are reborn into this world.

However, the belief in reincar-

nation and other superstitious

concepts fostered by religions

which espouse karma (such as

Hinduism and decadent

Buddhism), are contrary to

human logic, human nature

and the human conscience.

Thus, the laws and practices of

these religions cannot possibly

endow people with good moral

qualities; they cannot bring in-

dividuals peace of mind, inner

confidence or happiness. The

16

No matter how much the philosophy of karma ap-
pears to encourage people towards ethical behav-
iour, it is in fundamental conflict with belief in the
hereafter and a great many matters of faith de-
scribed in the Qur'an.



poor living conditions and the injustice prevalent in those countries

where these religions are common or where they have, in fact, been

adopted as the national religion, quite clearly demonstrate the truth of

this.

One of the main reasons why some of the teachings of Hinduism

and Buddhism attract attention is the interest shown in them by cer-

tain world-famous film stars and musicians. Some of these famous

people have their photographs taken wearing Buddhist robes in Tibet,

or they claim to have found peace of mind in meditation. Another

What is the Concept of Karma?

17

According to the belief in karma, someone who is rich and famous has become so in re-
turn for the good deeds he performed in a previous life. Many people who believe in
karma, however, also think that there is no Creator who might bring this justice about.
The proponents of this philosophy believe that karma is a self-maintaining system.
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thing that makes people interested in these religions is the aura of

mystery and mysticism with which they are associated in the mind of

the public.

But the great majority of people who are influenced by this mys-

tical aura and who make a belief in karma the foundation for their way

of life do not carry out any detailed investigation into these philoso-

phies and do not think about them carefully enough. This is because

they are too focused on the positive spiritual and moral aspects to see

that these religions in their decadent conditions contain many beliefs



that are inconsistent, illogical, and contrary to human nature and con-

science, or perhaps they simply prefer to ignore these anomalies alto-

gether. 

However, anyone who wishes to escape from the difficult and

depressing life they are leading and who sincerely wants all humanity

to be able to live a life full of happiness and inner tranquility ought to

make an effort to find the right way. Therefore, they should carefully

investigate the philosophies by which they are influenced and should

be inwardly certain which path is the most correct, the wisest and the

one that best accords with their conscience.

The purpose of this book is to show people whose quest for the

truth has led them to adopt the positive messages of the karma phi-

losophy, that it is not the best path since it is derived from a religion

based on myths, superstitions and practices that defy reason. The only

way for people to live happily and enjoy peace of mind in this life and

in their eternal life after death is for them to have faith in Allah and to

act in accordance with the dictates of the Qur’an. The Qur’an is the

book of truth revealed by our Lord, Allah, for the sake of thinking peo-

ple; it is our only guide to salvation, bringing people from darkness

into light. The only true way is to put into practice the ethics of the

Qur’an and to fear Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth,

Who keeps people from wickedness, discord, cruelty, oppression, in-

tolerance, despair, pessimism, unhappiness and every kind of repre-

hensible act, and to live in accord with the Sunnah of His Noble

Messenger, Muhammad, may Allah bless him and grant him peace.

What is the Concept of Karma?
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Karmic belief says
that after people die they 

return to earth in another body. In
other words it means reincarnation. This is a

totally unfounded and superstitious
belief.



eincarnation—the concept that people come back to

the world in another body after their death—follows

from the belief in karma and is absolutely fundamen-

tal to Indian religions. The relationship between

karma and reincarnation is explained in a book enti-

tled Dinler Tarihi (The History of Religions) in the following words:

Reincarnation is the belief that the soul passes from one body into
another after death. Reincarnation is part and parcel of the philoso-
phy of karma. According to this belief, a soul is either high born or
low born in terms of its degree of development. A person may be re-
born as a plant, an animal, a human being or a god, depending on his
or her actions. (Thus, people are the architects of their own fates.)
This rebirth takes place as a result of cause and effect. By means of
reincarnation, it is possible for us to be given the moral and spiritual
reward of our actions. Happiness in one's next life depends on right
action. Every individual is responsible for his or her own situation.
There is no need to fear death. Through continuous rebirths, people
achieve their desires and enjoy continual satisfaction. They live in the
god Brahma. It is claimed that this belief endows the native of India
with a powerful optimism.2

As we see here, the belief in karma does

not imply a belief in the afterlife;
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ISLAM AND KARMA

in place of this, there is a belief in rebirth into this world with the same

soul but in a new body. This, however, is an erroneous and supersti-

tious belief that conflicts with what Allah tells us in the Qur’an. 

Another erroneous aspect of this philosophy that calls for atten-

tion is the belief that people can be reborn as gods. This is the most su-

perstitious and unrealistic claim ever made in the history of mankind.

Such a claim is polytheism. It is an open denial of Allah's indivisibil-

ity. It is obvious that no one can be a god; there is only one God and

He has not given birth to anything, nor was He given birth to. Allah is

the Lord, the Creator, the Protector and the Sole God of the whole uni-

verse and of all living things. He is Unique and has no equal. Our

Lord, Allah, tells us this in the Qur’an:

Say: "He is Allah, Absolute Oneness, Allah, the Everlasting
Sustainer of all. He has not given birth and was not born. And no
one is comparable to Him”. (Surat al-Ikhlas: 1-4)

Those who hold any belief other than this have departed from the

right road and it will be to their detriment in the life after death. 
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TThheerree  iiss  nnoo  rreeiinnccaarrnnaattiioonn;;  ddeeaatthh  aanndd  
rreessuurrrreeccttiioonn  hhaappppeenn  oonnllyy  oonnccee

Reincarnation is a superstitious belief unconfirmed by any divine

source. However, there are people all over the world, apart from those

who follow Indian religions, who believe in reincarnation, or rather

would wish that the idea of reincarnation were true. The reason for

this is that people who do not believe in religion, who deny the exis-

tence of an afterlife and are afraid of either ceasing to exist or of living

in Hell forever after their death, see reincarnation as a way of over-

coming these fears. Belief in reincarnation necessitates believing that

one should not be afraid of death; it misleads one into thinking that he

will achieve his desires by means of rebirth.  

However, the Qur’an tells us that death and resurrection occur

only once. Every one of us has only one life to live in this world; after

that life, we die, and after death we are brought to life again. Then we

stay in the Garden or in the Fire for eternity, depending on what we

Reincarnation According to the Idea of Karma
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have done in this world and whether we have worshipped Allah with-

out associating partners to Him. In other words, we only live once in

this world, and then we have an afterlife, which goes on forever. The

Qur’an tells us quite clearly that we will not be able to return to this

world after death: 

There is a ban on any city We have destroyed; they will not return.

(Surat al-Anbiya: 95)

When death comes to one of them, he says, "My Lord, send me

back again. so that perhaps I may act rightly regarding the things I

failed to do!” No indeed! It is just words he utters. Before them

there is an interspace until the Day they are raised up. (Surat al-

Muminun: 99-100)

As we see from these verses, when some people meet death, they

cherish the hope that they will be brought back to life again. However,

at that moment it will be explained to them that this is not possible. In
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another verse, Allah says this about our death and rising from the

dead:

How can you reject Allah, when you were dead and then He gave

you life, then He will make you die and then give you life again,

then you will be returned to Him? (Surat al-Baqara: 28)

As we see from this verse, at the very beginning we are dead: we

have no existence whatsoever. Then Allah gives us life and human

form from this state. Some time after this when our lives are over, our

bodies decay and disintegrate into earth once again. This is our second

transition to the state of being dead. All that remains is for us to rise

again. This happens in the next world. We will all rise again in the af-

terlife; then we will understand that we can never return again to the

Reincarnation According to the Idea of Karma
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Every human being will inevitably die. Yet that death will only happen once, and nobody will return
to Earth after death. This is a certain truth revealed by Allah in the Qur'an. Another important truth
is this; Death is not the end. Death is rather the end of people's short and transitory lives in this
world and the beginning of their infinite lives in the hereafter. Every individual will spend his eter-
nal life in the hereafter in either Heaven or Hell depending on his behaviour in the life of this world.
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world, and we will account for everything we did in this world.

In other verses, it is explained to us that after we have come into

this world, we will only face one single death:

They will not taste any death there—except for the first one. He
will safeguard them from the punishment of the Blazing Fire. A
favour from your Lord. That is the Great Victory. (Surat ad-
Dukhan: 56-57)

The above verses state clearly and unequivocally that we only die

once. However much one may wish to adopt superstitious beliefs such

as a belief in reincarnation in order to overcome the fear of death and

the afterlife and so console himself, the reality is that we will never

come back to this world again after our death. Everyone will die just

once, and after death, in accordance with Allah's will, we will begin

our everlasting life in the next world. Allah will reward a person in the

Garden or punish him in the Fire for his living a life in harmony with

His unity or his covering over that truth in this world. Allah is the

source of eternal justice. He is infinitely Merciful and Kind, and gives

humans the true and just reward for their belief or disbelief and ac-

tions.

Seeking consolation in superstitious beliefs because of the fear of

death and the fear of going to the Fire will undoubtedly bring disaster.

Any intelligent and conscientious person, if they are afraid of these

things, will turn to Allah with a sincere heart in the hope of going to

the Garden and escaping the torments of the Fire, and they will obey

the Qur’an, our sole guide to salvation, and live by the Sunnah of the

Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace.

Reincarnation According to the Idea of Karma
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Religions of
which karma is a part

have no belief in the hereafter.
That is yet another superstitious aspect

of karmic philosophy. The truth is that every
human being begins the infinite life of the

hereafter when he dies.



here is no belief in an afterlife in religions that es-

pouse the concept of reincarnation, except sometimes

as an intermediate stage between lives in this world.

As we have explained in the preceding chapters, this

mistaken idea holds that people return to the world after each death,

and that this process of transformation is continuous.

According to decadent Hinduism, every time people are re-

born, they are born into one of the different castes according to what

good or evil they did in their previous lives. It is well known that the

caste system is still prevalent in Indian society; whatever people may

do in this world, they cannot change their caste. If you are born as an

untouchable, you will inevitably die as an untouchable; if you are born

a worker, you will die a worker. It is believed that it is what people

have done in their previous lives that determines into what caste they

will be born. Therefore, someone who is an untouchable in this life

will, according to the idea of karma, be reborn into a higher caste in

their next life if their actions are good. 

Again, according to this erroneous belief, if one has "good

karma”, he will be born into a higher caste each

time he comes into this world, and finally

he will be born into
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the highest caste as a Brahmin – priest. It is believed that if one does

good deeds during his life as a Brahmin, he will not come back to this

world again. For someone of this kind, the "wheel of life" is completed

and he has "attained Nirvana”.

According to this belief, ”attaining Nirvana" means that one has

thrown off all worldly desires and returned to the soul of Brahman

who is described as the "Soul of the World”, with whom one is united.

In Indian religions, this is thought to be the greatest happiness a soul

can achieve. Thus, according to this incorrect belief, even though a

person may do good every time he is born into this world, this will

never result in his having an afterlife; he will return to and become

united with the soul of Brahman.3

In some Buddhist sources, we are given the following information

about life after death:

Whether one is reborn in Heaven or in one of the various levels of
Hell, the forms of existence in these places are transitory, as they are
on earth, and are not eternal. As in Hinduism, the period of time dur-
ing which the individual remains in these places depends on the
amount of good and evil they have done while on earth. When the
proscribed time has been completed, they will return to earth again.
Heaven and Hell are no more than temporary states of existence in
which the acts of the individual while on earth receive their reward.4

Thus we see that in karma concept there is a belief of a kind in a

Heaven and Hell in which people receive the reward of their actions.

However, because this belief is not derived from a religion of truth, it

contains many inconsistencies and logical fallacies. First of all, it is

claimed that Heaven and Hell are transitory, not eternal—this is not

what true religions tell us.

The most illogical aspect of this idea is the belief that this whole

system works by itself. In other words, the existence of a Creator Who
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created the life of this world, Who created the Garden and the Fire,

and Who rewards or punishes people for their actions, is denied. This

is an extremely illogical and totally unacceptable proposition. In the

absence of a creative power that governs justly, a supreme power ca-

pable of creating Heaven and Hell, any claim that people will go to

Heaven or to Hell is unacceptable to our intelligence and our con-

science.

Moreover, apart from these beliefs, the concept of karma provides

no explanation whatsoever as to how Heaven and Hell came into

being without a Creator. These claims are merely erroneous beliefs,

maintained as a tradition and as a superstition.
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TThhee  aafftteerrlliiffee  aass  ddeessccrriibbeedd  iinn  tthhee  QQuurr’’aann
As we have seen above, in religions that accept the idea of karma

there is either no belief in an afterlife, or there is mention of the next

world as a place where one stays temporarily. Whereas, Allah tells us

in the Qur’an that when people have lived on earth for a short time

they will stay in their "real home”, the next world, for ever. According

to the Qur’an's teaching, it is this world that is transitory. Everyone,

when they have lived in this world for some 50 or 60 years on average,

will receive their reward in Heaven or in Hell for all they have done

during their time on earth. This is explained in the Qur’an as follows:

The life of this world is nothing but a game and a diversion. The
abode of the hereafter—that is truly Life if they only knew. (Surat
al-Ankabut: 64)
The life of this world is nothing but a game and a diversion. The
hereafter is better for those who do their duty. So will you not use
your intellect? (Surat al-An’am: 32)

Belief in the afterlife is one of the basic tenets of Islam. Therefore

it is not possible for a Muslim to accept the validity of any belief that

denies the existence of an afterlife, or to be guided by such a belief.

Those who adopt a superstitious belief of this kind on the basis of

hearsay, as an affectation or to follow the latest fad, need to keep this

in mind. Allah describes the fate of those who deny the existence of the

next world in the following words:

As for those who denied Our Signs and the encounter of the here-
after, their actions will come to nothing. Will they be repaid except
for what they did? (Surat al-Araf: 147)

As we see in this verse, the actions of those who reject Allah's

words and deny the existence of the next world will not receive a

pleasant reward. Even though such people's actions are good, if they
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People are preoccupied with a great many activities in the life of this world. They go to school,
work, get married, look after their families, travel, read, write… However, people who devote
themselves to that sort of activity and forget that they will one day die actually do themselves
great harm, as human life is not restricted to this world. Compared to the eternal life of the here-
after, the life of this world is no more than the blink of an eye. The important thing is for an indi-
vidual to spend his life in an effort to please Allah, to Whom he will have to give account in the
hereafter. Someone who becomes caught up in the idea of karma and other similar superstitious
beliefs and loses sight of the hereafter may one day suffer terrible surprise and regret when he
suddenly finds himself at the Day of Judgement.
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are not done in order to win Allah's blessing and His mercy and to at-

tain the Garden, but rather in order to have a better life in the next in-

carnation, they will not find favour with Allah, unless Allah wishes

that it should be so.

LLiiffee  iinn  tthhee  GGaarrddeenn  oorr  iinn  tthhee  FFiirree  
wwiillll  ggoo  oonn  ffoorr  eevveerr  

Contrary to what those who believe in karma say, the Garden and

the Fire are not places in which we stay temporarily. Both will go on

for ever. Also, just as those who go to the Garden will never leave it,

so will some of those who go to the Fire stay there for ever. There is a

superstitious belief not only among those who accept the idea of

karma but also among the general public that Hell is only temporary,

and that when people have lived through the tortures of Hell and so

been punished, they will go to Heaven.5 Allah explains this in the fol-

lowing words:

They say, "The Fire will only touch us for a number of days”. Say,

"Have you made a contract with Allah—then Allah will not break

His contract—or are you rather saying about Allah what you do not

know?” No indeed! Those who accumulate bad actions and are sur-

rounded by their mistakes, such people are the Companions of the

Fire, remaining in it timelessly, for ever; whereas those who believe

and do right actions, such people are the Companions of the Garden,

remaining in it timelessly, for ever. (Surat al-Baqara: 80-82)6

TThhoossee  wwhhoo  ffeeaarr  tthhaatt  ddeeaatthh  wwiillll  bbrriinngg  aa  cceessssaattiioonn  ooff  eexxiisstteennccee  wwiillll
ccrryy  oouutt  ffoorr  ddeessttrruuccttiioonn  wwhheenn  tthheeyy  aarree  iinn  HHeellll

As we have already stated, one of the most important reasons

why some people believe in reincarnation is that they are afraid of



ceasing to exist when they die. Since they are frightened by the

thought of this, people who are unbelievers or have very little reli-

gious faith either avoid thinking about death altogether or they try to

console themselves by believing in superstitions such as reincarnation.

However, people do not cease to exist when they die. It is only our

bodies that die. The spirit will live forever. However, this new life will

be in the next world, not (as the reincarnation idea would have us be-

lieve) in this one. Everyone will be rewarded for what they have done

during their earthly life; their reward will be either a life of happiness

and peace in the Garden, in which there are infinite blessings and

countless good things, or a life in the fires of Hell, where there is un-

bearable suffering and pain. The reward that those who deny Allah

will receive is the eternal torture of the Fire; they will wish a thousand

times over that they could die and cease to exist. Nevertheless, they

will receive the true and just reward for having denied Allah during

their time on earth. Allah describes the condition of the inhabitants of

the Fire in the following verses:

But as for him who is given his Book behind his back, he will cry

out for destruction but will be roasted in a Searing Blaze. He used

to be joyful in his family. He thought that he was never going to re-

turn. (Surat al-Inshiqaq: 10-14)

When they are flung into a narrow place in it, shackled together in

chains, they will cry out there for destruction. "Do not cry out

today for just one destruction, cry out for many destructions!”

(Surat al-Furqan: 13-14)

The tortures of Hell are so violent and so painful that those who fear

death and an end to their existence, and turn their faces away from

Allah's religion, seeking consolation in superstitious beliefs, and those

who deny the existence of Allah and the next world, will instead wish for

that very end to their existence in preference to the tortures of the Fire.

The Afterlife According to the Idea of Karma
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Everyone who has learnt from the Qur’an of the existence of the

next world, of the eternal agonies of the Fire and of the extraordinary

beauty of the eternal life in the Garden should consider these things

carefully and sincerely. Only someone lacking in intelligence and lack-

ing a conscience would admit the possibility that the pains of Hell re-

ally existed and still refuse to reflect on the implications. Faced with

the possibility of such a terrible thing as living in the Fire for ever, it

would be the height of stupidity to cast this awareness aside in one’s

determination to "get the best out of life" during the short time we

have on Earth. 

Instead, we should make a serious effort to avoid bringing this

torture upon ourselves, and we should meticulously follow the teach-

ings that Allah gives us in the Qur’an, and make the best possible use

of the time given to us in this world in view of the reality of the after-

life. We will understand everything fully only at the very moment

when death comes to us. This is what the Qur’an tells us about what

is said at that moment by those who have tried to avoid thinking

about these things because of their fear of death:

The throes of death come revealing the truth. That is what you
were trying to evade! The Trumpet will be blown. That is the Day
of the Threat. Every self will come together with a driver and a wit-
ness: "You were heedless of this so We have stripped you of your
covering and today your sight is sharp”. His inseparable comrade
will say, "This is what I have ready for you". Hurl into Hell every
obdurate disbeliever, impeder of good, doubt-causing aggressor,
who set up another god together with Allah. Hurl him into the ter-
rible punishment. (Surah Qaf: 19-26)

The Afterlife According to the Idea of Karma
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According
to karmic belief, the

life of this world never
ends. Someone who dies returns to

Earth in another body. This is quite untrue.
Death means the end of the life of this world and the

start of the life of the hereafter.



s we have said before, according to the concept of

karma those who do good in their lives on earth will

be rewarded with good in the life to come, while

those who do evil will be rewarded with evil. Thus

the concept of karma tells us that our earthly life is both the result of

our previous life and the cause of our next life on Earth. At first sight,

it might appear that the expectation of having another life after death

would lead those who believe in karma to perform good actions—that

is, it might seem that people who believe in the idea of karma will try

to behave well in order to deserve good things in their next life, and

will try to avoid evil.

However, karma does not provide a powerful enough motivation

for someone who has not made a sincere decision to be virtuous, be-

cause people who accept the idea of karma believe that the wheel of

birth and death is endless and that they will inevitably be reborn after

every death. They think they will have an infinite number of chances.

So when they do evil, they may think: "Even if I have a worse life next

time, I can make up for it in the life after that”. Thus

we see that a philosophy based on such un-

sound foundations is incapable
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of keeping people from doing evil. Attachment to the life of this world

is a weakness most people have. This attachment is the main reason

why they come to accept a belief such as reincarnation – they ab-

solutely refuse to give up their attachment to the earthly life. It is only

by understanding the true nature of the life of this world that we can

bring about radical changes in our behaviour and live in an ethical

way.

Anyone who knows the real nature of the life of this world knows

that we are created in order to serve our Lord, Allah, He Who created

us and the whole universe and Who protects and cares for us. We also

know that we are responsible to Allah for everything we do, say or

think; we know that after death we will give account to Him. The

Qur’an tells us how we were created in order to serve Allah as His ser-

vants in the following verses:

Mankind! Worship your Lord, Who created you and those before

you, so that hopefully you may do your duty. (Surat al-Baqara: 21)
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That is Allah, your Lord. There is no god but Him, the Creator of

everything. So worship Him. He is responsible for everything.

(Surat al-An’am: 102)

Those who confess Allah's power, the faithful who fear Allah's

wrath, serve only Allah and obey His Will unconditionally; they avoid

doing evil and perform actions that will be pleasing to Him. In the fol-

lowing verses, the Qur’an describes how the faithful fear Allah and

what a wonderful reward they receive as a result:

Mankind! Heed your Lord and fear a day when no father will be able

to atone for his son, or son for his father, in any way. Allah’s promise

is true. So do not let the life of this world delude you and do not let

the Deluder delude you concerning Allah. (Surah Luqman: 33)

Say, "Shall I tell you of something better than that? Those who so

their duty will have Gardens with their Lord, with rivers flowing

under them, remaining in them timelessly, for ever, and purified

wives, and the Pleasure of Allah. Allah sees His servants…" (Surah

The Life of this World According to the Idea of Karma
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Al ‘Imran: 15)

The believers who fear Allah are determined to fulfil their duty to

serve Him throughout their lives, and to pray and perform good actions

in order to avoid eternal suffering. In several verses of the Qur’an, Allah

urges us to be constant in our prayers, in serving Him, in performing

good deeds and in good character:

Everything in the heavens and earth belongs to Him, and the religion

belongs to Him, firmly and for ever. So why do you fear anyone

other than Allah? (Surat an-Nahl: 52)

Wealth and sons are the embellishment of the life of this world. But,

in your Lord’s sight, right actions which are lasting bring a better re-

ward and are a better basis for hope. (Surat al-Kahf: 46)

Allah augments those who are guided by giving them greater guid-

ance. In your Lord’s sight, right actions which are lasting are better

both in reward and end result. (Surah Maryam: 76)
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And (the believers) are constant in their prayers.  (Surat al-Ma’arij:

23)

To sum up, the only way for us to achieve a real superiority of

moral character and to avoid compromise, even where it seems to con-

flict with our interests, is to have strong love for Allah and strong de-

votion to Him, to fear Him and to serve Him as His servants. The idea

of karma does advise people to adopt certain good qualities. However,

although everyone may have good qualities of their own, they are lim-

ited in number, are not permanent and depend on certain conditions.

In order for them to be permanent, we must in all circumstances have

faith in Allah and do everything that we do only in order to obtain His

grace; we must know Him, acknowledge Him and fear Him.

The Life of this World According to the Idea of Karma
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Every believer knows that the beauty of this world is only passing. He never forgets that those
who lived in great splendour hundreds of years ago all had to depart from this world, leaving
behind them merely the faint ruins of that magnificence. Believers therefore spend their time in
this world behaving in a manner that will be pleasing to Allah.
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TThhiiss  wwoorrlldd  iiss  aa  ppllaaccee  
wwhheerree  wwee  aarree  tteesstteedd

In the Qur’an, we are told that we will have only one life in this

world, and that the purpose of this life is to test us in preparation for

our eternal life. That is to say, once we have experienced death there is

no chance for us to return to this world and make up for the mistakes

we have made. Allah tells us what the purpose of our life in this world

is in this verse:

He Who created death and life to test which of you is best in action.
He is the Almighty, the Ever-Forgiving. (Surat al-Mulk: 2)

For each one of us, this world is a place where we are tested by

the events Allah makes happen to us, in order to see whether we will

respond in a way that is pleasing to Him. In the Qur’an, Allah tells us

that people will not be left to say, "We believe”, and then not tested.

(Surat al-Ankabut: 2)

Nothing that happens to us throughout our lives is a coincidence.

Every event in our lives down to the finest detail of our fate has been

created by Allah as a means of testing us. For instance, the fact that

someone is rich or famous does not mean that they are receiving the

reward for good deeds they have done in their previous life (as the

idea of karma maintains). Rather, Allah is testing them by means of

wealth and fame. The important thing is whether or not they will be-

come spoilt as a result of their good fortune, whether or not they will

be ungrateful and whether or not they will thank Allah. Similarly, it is

erroneous to believe that someone who is poor and has a difficult life

is suffering the consequences of bad things done in their previous life.

Allah is testing them by means of trouble and poverty. One possible

reason for their having a life of this kind is that Allah is seeing whether
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they will continue to trust in Him in the face of difficulties, and

whether they will show strength of character.

Anyone who knows that all the good things in the world are gifts

from Allah, who gives thanks to Allah for them and who lives by the

limits set by Allah, using these good things in a way that will be pleas-

ing to Him as set out in the Qur’an and the Sunnah, may expect to be

well rewarded in the life to come. However, anyone who regards

Allah's gifts as their own and forgets that they are gifts from Him, and

who becomes spoilt and proud because of these gifts and departs from

the correct path to do things that are prohibited, will meet with de-

served punishment in the next world. In the afterlife, everyone will re-

ceive the just recompense for their belief, trust in and acceptance of

Allah and His Messengers, or their rejection of Him and of them, and

for the good and bad things they have done. Allah tells us in the fol-

The Life of this World According to the Idea of Karma
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The life of this world is a place of testing, a test that lasts no longer than the blink of an eye.
Allah tests every individual by means of his reactions to the events he encounters in the life
of this world.
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lowing verse that everything we

own and for which we are respon-

sible is only to test us:

Know that your wealth and

children are a trial and that

there is an immense reward

with Allah. (Surat al-Anfal:

28)

Some people are tested by

means of worries and difficulties

in this world. The degree of the

difficulties to which we are sub-

jected, and the form these take, are

entirely in Allah's hands. People

who are tested in this way should

in all circumstances have faith in

Allah, think that every worry and

difficulty will have a fortunate

outcome for them, have patience

and be content with what Allah

sends to them. These things are

expressed in the following words

in the Qur’an:

We will test you with a certain

amount of fear and hunger

and loss of wealth and life

and fruits. But give good

news to the steadfast: Those

who, when disaster strikes

them, say, "We belong to



Allah and to Him we will re-
turn”. Those are the people who
will have blessings and mercy
from their Lord; they are the
ones who are guided. (Surat al-
Baqara: 155-157)
You will be tested in your
wealth and in yourselves and
you will hear many abusive
words from those given the
Book before you and from those
who are idolators. But if you are
steadfast and guard against evil,
that is the most resolute course
to take. (Surah Al ‘Imran: 186)
The life of this world is nothing
but a game and a diversion. The
hereafter is better for those who
guard against evil. So will you
not use your intellect? (Surat al-
An’am: 32)

Those who think about the real

nature of our life in this world and

understand them, and who live

their lives in accordance with this

knowledge, will enjoy great happi-

ness and peace of mind in the next

world, where their real life begins.

This is what Allah promises to those

who have faith in Him. And our

Lord, Allah, the source of boundless
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There is no belief in
fate in karmic philosophy. Yet

every human being is subject to the
destiny created for him by Allah, and no-one

can ever change that fate.



blessings, He Whose kindness and mercy are infinite,

never fails to fulfil His promises.

he karmic philosophy's concept of destiny is a highly

erroneous one. According to the concept of karma, a

person's destiny is in his own hands. This concept is described in the

following words in the book Dinler Tarihi (A History of Religions): 

Karma comprises the results of everything we have done of our own
free will. Whatever is done brings unavoidable results for the doer.
Everyone inherits karma of this kind. Other kinds of karma come
after this. This is not determinism: everyone is free to do good or evil
within the bounds of their own karma. One's personal karma does
not actually force one to do anything. According to the Buddhist
viewpoint, it is our will, not our actions, that creates new karma. We
will see the results of our karma in this life, or in our next incarna-
tion, or in the incarnation after that.7

As we see from the above description, in the karmic philosophy

there is no place for trust in one's destiny. Instead, there is a belief in

the false idea that people create their own fates. For instance, in karmic

philosophy, the caste into which a person in India is

born and the kind of life they have depend com-

pletely on what attitude they had
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in their previous life. In other words, it was we ourselves who, in our

previous lives, determined the fate we would have in our present

lives. 

However, it is Allah Who, before we are born, decides

a person's destiny, Who prepares everything that happens

to us, and Who determines what these

events will be and what kind of life we

will have. The Qur’an tells us that

Every human being is born, grows up,
lives and dies. Everything that anyone
has ever or will ever experience, from
the first man right up to today, is part
of his destiny. Fate is the science of
Allah. Our Lord is the Creator Who
shapes all our destinies, Who pos-
sesses infinite might and knowledge.
For that reason, it is quite unneces-
sary for sincere believers to feel any
concerns about what has happened in
the past or will in the future. Allah cre-
ates everything to be auspicious for
his devout servants.
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everything that happens to us is the will of Allah, and has been de-

cided by Him before we experience it:

Nothing occurs, either in the earth or in yourselves,without its

being in a Book before We make it happen. That is something easy

for Allah. (Surat al-Hadid: 22)

TThhee  QQuurr’’aanniicc  ccoonncceepptt  ooff  ffaattee
The idea of fate implies that Allah creates all events, both past and

future, in a single moment. This, in turn, means that from Allah's point

of view, everything that has happened since the universe was created

and everything that will happen until the Last Judgement, has already

been experienced and has now finished. Things that have not yet hap-

pened, and that are due to take place in what we call "the future”, have

in fact already taken place in a single moment that included the whole

of our past. Allah is separate from time and is in no way dependent on

it; it is we who are dependent on time. Thus, in order for us to witness
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events created instantaneously by Allah, we need to experience the

passage of time. 

For example, time will be needed for us to read this book. We

need time to turn each individual page. Allah, however, already knew

every page of this book before it was written, even before the ances-

tors of the people who produced it were born; Allah has known this

Two people walking in the street cannot know
what lies around the next corner. They can
only find out by turning that corner. Yet a
bird's eye view of that same street can see the
cars, people and shops that those two people
will encounter before they themselves do.
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book since before time. By way of illustration, let us imagine someone

walking along a road. This person needs time to walk to the far end of

the road. However, if we were to look at an aerial photograph of the

road and the person beginning to walk along it, we would be able to

see both the person setting out on his journey and the far end of the

road all at once. We would not need the passage of time in the same

way as the walker.

It is essential to understand this. For although we think that it is

we ourselves who do everything we do throughout our lives by means

of our own free will, in fact we are only following the course set out

for us by Allah. Our lives are like a film recorded on video. However,

we cannot wind the tape on to see what happens at the end, whereas

the whole of the film was known to Allah in a single instant. In any

case, it is Allah Who has decided on and created every detail of this

film. Just as we can see the whole of a ruler from end to end at one

time, so can Allah see the period of time during which we are alive in

its entirety, as if it were a single moment. We, on the other hand, can-

not experience events until the time comes for us to do so; it is only

then that we perceive the fate Allah has created for us.

Every moment in the life of every person who has ever lived and

who will ever live in this world, from the time when they are a foetus

in the womb until the day they die, has been predetermined by Allah

and is already known to Him. No detail is too insignificant, be it a

child’s first day at school or the hour in middle age in which his first

white hair appears. This is the meaning of fate for everyone on earth.

Everything that has happened in the past and whatever will hap-

pen in the future is already a reality with Allah. The fact that all future

events are lying in wait for us to experience them, illustrates an im-

portant point: everyone, whether they like it or not, has already sub-

mitted unconditionally to the destiny Allah has planned for them.
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Just as we cannot change our past, so we cannot change our future.

This is because the future, just like the past, is already complete.

Everything that is going to happen to us—when and where we will eat

and what that food will be, who we will talk to, how much we will

earn, what illnesses we will get, and when, where and how we will

eventually die—all these things have already been decided on and

cannot be altered as they already exist in Allah's knowledge as com-

pleted events. All that remains is for us to acquire knowledge of them

through our own experience.

In these circumstances, it is absolutely unnecessary for us to feel

sorrow over the things that happen to us, to worry and to feel con-

cerned or fearful because of them; neither is it wise for us to do so.

Doing this would be like trying to influence the course of events in a

film we are watching because we fear for the characters in it.

For instance, when a person has an accident on the way to a meet-

ing or an interview that he thinks could change the course of his life

and misses the meeting as a result, he may suddenly despair and see

what has befallen him as a misfortune. He may even say to himself, "I

wish I had left home a minute later, then none of this would have hap-

pened”. But all these complaints are in vain: everything—the exact

second at which he will leave the house that day, the route he will take,

the means of transport he will use to get there, which other vehicle will

be involved in the accident and who will be in it—has already been de-

cided on by Allah before he is born. 

Allah has shaped the course of every event in our lives in such a

way that it will have the best possible outcome for us if we have trust

in Allah and show gratitude to Him. We may not always understand

the reason for these events or the beneficial purpose for which Allah

created them, or we may only come to understand these things subse-

quently. However, if we can come to know Allah, acknowledge His in-
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finite power and submit to His will, we will be absolutely sure that

every event that has been arranged by Him is what is best and most

appropriate for us. There should be no doubt that everything that hap-

pens has been set up by Allah. Although we may experience occur-

rences in our lives as new, Allah has already created every event to-

gether with all of their minutest ramifications. Hence, He knows them

with an infinitely greater clarity than our subsequent experience of

them can ever bring us. 

In conclusion, people who see the things that happen to them as

misfortunes and who become angry, fearful and sorrowful as a result

are only oppressing themselves, allowing themselves to be worn

It is totally inappropriate for someone who is late for something he regards as very im-
portant to become distressed over it. Everything he experiences is part of his destiny,
and no power can ever change it.
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down by things they have no power to change and as a result they ex-

perience tension. Whereas if we realise that we are only following the

course set out for us as our destiny, we feel relaxed and calm in this

knowledge—because Allah creates our destinies, and Allah creates

everything in such a way that it will have the best and most positive

outcome for us if we are true to Him. Those who know and love Allah,

and trust in His justice and mercy, experience endless joy in the knowl-

edge that nothing can happen that has not been created by Him and

willed by Him in His endless wisdom. The faithful believe that only

good can come to them from Allah, as we are told in the following

verse:

When those who guard against evil are asked, "What has your Lord
sent down?” their reply is, "Good!” There is good in this world for
those who do good, and the abode of the hereafter is even better.
How wonderful is the abode of those who guard against evil.
(Surat an-Nahl: 30)

And in the next verses, we are told of the reward that will be re-

ceived after their lives on earth by those who believe that everything

that comes to them from Allah has a good purpose:

Gardens of Eden which they enter, with rivers flowing under
them, where they have whatever they desire. That is how Allah re-
pays those who guard against evil: those the angels take in a virtu-
ous state. They say, ”Peace be upon you! Enter the Garden for
what you did”. (Surat an-Nahl: 31-32) 

TTaakkiinngg  pprreeccaauuttiioonnss  ddooeess  nnoott  
aalltteerr  oouurr  ddeessttiinnyy

Many people pretend not to under-

stand the realities of the decree, saying

to themselves: "If everything is de-



creed, we need not do anything about it”, and in this way they try to

prove to themselves that it is impossible to believe in one's destiny.

This is a very shallow way of thinking. The reason people say this is

that it is part of their destiny to do so, although they do not realise this.

Allah has predetermined everyone's fate; with Allah, everyone's life

has already been lived through right to the end.  

Allah, however, as part of the test He has created for us in this life

on Earth, has made it possible for us to experience everything we do

as being done by our own will. For example, if someone is writing a

book, the truth is that with Allah that book was already written and

completed before the writer was born and it had already been read by

those destined to read it. Even while the author is deciding what he is

going to write, everything about the book—every line, the beginning

of each paragraph, the headings, the colours and pictures used on the

cover, the number of pages, the position of each punctuation mark and

every other detail—is already present with Allah. 

Let us suppose, however, that the author were to give up writing

it, saying to himself, "Since this book has already been written, if it is

fated that it should be so, I need not do anything at all”. This would

not make sense since the "if" in his argument betrays the fact that he

Concepts of Fate in the Karma Belief System and in the Qur'an
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does not actually know at that point whether the book is destined to

be completed or not. This would be as ignorant as hearing someone

knock at the door and failing to get up and open it, thinking, "If the

person outside is fated to come in, they will come in anyway”. Allah

alone knows what is fated, we do not.

The truth of the matter is that everything we experience have

been decreed by Allah as part of our destiny. In the following verses of

the Qur’an, Allah tells us that it is He Who is the Doer:

You did not kill them; it was Allah Who killed them; and you did
not throw, when you threw; it was Allah Who threw: so He might
test the believers with this excellent trial from Him. Allah is All-
Hearing, All-Knowing. (Surat al-Anfal: 17)
Allah created both you and what you do.  (Surat as-Saffat: 96)

If one pretends not to understand these things as they are ex-

plained in the Qur’an, or if one pretends ignorance in order to

"test"fate and refuses to open the door, or refuse to write the book, he

is still experiencing something he was fated to live through. By the

same token, if we fail to take the medicine we need to take when we

are ill, saying to ourselves, "If I am fated to recover, I will recover”, and

thus neglect our health, it is our destiny to act in this unintelligent way.

Similarly, if we deny the existence of fate, it is because it is part of our

fate to do so.

On the other hand, anyone who is intelligent and conscientious

will know that what they are experiencing is part of Allah's test for

them, and that they are responsible for their actions even though the

efforts they are making and the results they will obtain have already

taken place and are already complete with Allah. In this connection

the Qur’an gives the example of Ya’qub's advice to his sons:

He said, "My sons! You must not enter through a single gate. Go in
through different gates. But I cannot save you from Allah at all, for
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judgement comes from no one but Allah. In Him I put my trust,
and let all those who put their trust, put it in Him alone”. (Surah
Yusuf: 67)

As we see in this verse, Ya’qub advises his sons to take precau-

tions for their safety, but immediately after this he says that taking

these precautions will not prevent the destiny that Allah has willed

from being fulfilled. Actually, Ya’qub's words to his sons, his sons' act-

ing in accordance with his advice and everything that will happen to

them as a result are nothing more than the unfolding in time of what

is present with Allah beyond time. 

In the next verse, it is explained to us that these precautions can-

not change Allah's will:

But when they entered as their father said, it did not save them
from Allah at all, yet a need in Ya‘qub’s soul was satisfied. He had
knowledge which We had taught him, but most of mankind sim-
ply do not know. (Surah Yusuf: 68)

This verse tells us that we have no power to prevent anything

from happening that Allah sends us. All we can do is pray to Him and

seek His blessing, so that He will use our precautions as a means of

carrying out His will and bring us the best possible outcome.

To sum up, the difference between someone who has submitted

to Allah and the destiny decreed by Him, and someone who is unable

to perceive the reality of the situation is that the former is aware that

whatever we do is the result of Allah's will however much we may ex-

perience it as our own independent initiative; while on the other hand,

the person who is not aware of this mistakenly believes that our ac-

tions originate in our own wisdom and our own abilities. In fact,

"Allah’s command is a pre-ordained decree”. (Surat al-Ahzab: 38).

Concepts of Fate in the Karma Belief System and in the Qur'an
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It is impossible to find
peace and happiness in karmic

belief. Surrender to Allah and the
destiny created by Him is the only source of

true happiness and lasting peace.



s we have already stated, one of the reasons why

people feel interest in philosophies such as the idea

of karma is their desire to escape from the worries in

their lives, their lack of peace of mind and their unhappiness. Different

people try various methods of their own in order to achieve this.

However, in reality the only way to achieve true contentment and

peace of mind is to surrender to Allah, respect the boundaries He has

set up and seek His blessing in every moment of our lives. It is He

Who created mankind out of nothing, Who brought us out of non-ex-

istence and gave us life, Who equipped us with infinite varieties of

sustenance, Who is infinitely Merciful and Kind, Who returns good

with good, protects and cares for us, and Who created everything

justly for our ultimate good.

Allah is the sole Lord of every living and non-living being in the

whole universe; He is the sole Creator and the sole Power in the uni-

verse. All powers, all armies, all people and all groups belong to Allah

and have surrendered to Him, whether they acknowledge it or not.

Allah tells us this in the following verse of the Qur’an:

Is it other than the religion of Allah that you de-
sire, when everything in the heavens
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and earth, willingly or unwillingly, submits to Him and to Him
you will be returned?  (Surah Al ‘Imran: 83)

Anyone who surrenders to Allah, the sole Lord of the whole uni-

verse, and who accepts Allah as their only Friend and Guardian, bow-

ing before Him in heartfelt love, obedience and awe, has found the

only way to salvation, for Allah is the Supreme Power. We are told of

Allah's greatness and His exaltedness in the following verse:

Allah, there is no god but Him, the Living, the Self-Sustaining. He
is not subject to drowsiness or sleep. Everything in the heavens
and the earth belongs to Him. Who can intercede with Him except
by His permission? He knows what is before them and what is be-
hind them but they cannot grasp any of His knowledge save what
He wills. His Footstool encompasses the heavens and the earth and
their preservation does not tire Him. He is the Most High, the
Magnificent. (Surat al-Baqara: 255)

Following this verse of the Qur’an, in which we are told of Allah's

greatness and His exaltedness, we are told that if we turn away from

false gods and towards Him, we will have taken hold, as it were, of a

firm handhold to Him that cannot be removed as long as we cling to

it:

There is no compulsion where the religion is concerned. Right
guidance has become clearly distinct from error. Anyone who re-
jects false gods and believes in Allah has grasped the Firmest
Handhold, which will never give way. Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing. Allah is the Protector of those who believe. He brings
them out of the darkness into the light. But those who disbelieve
have false gods as protectors. They take them from the light into
the darkness. Those are the Companions of the Fire remaining in
it timelessly, for ever. (Surat al-Baqara: 256-257)

Because they do not realise this, many people mistakenly seek the

support and the guardianship of beings who are in fact powerless to
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achieve anything and are just as impotent as they themselves are.

Doing this causes such people to live their lives in fear and insecurity. 

For instance, let us take the case of a person with a legal problem.

This person will hire a lawyer to defend him. He will trust the lawyer

because he knows the legal system much better than he himself does.

As long as he continues to trust in the lawyer's abilities and feel confi-

dence in him, he will feel relaxed and confident about everything to do

with the lawsuit. But if he does not entrust his business to a lawyer in

spite of the fact that he himself has no knowledge of legal matters, and

take the entire responsibility upon himself, he will meet with many

unnecessary worries and difficulties. Or let us consider the case of a

person who is ill and who willingly entrusts himself to the care of his
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doctor, doing everything he says and following his advice. As long as

he has confidence in the doctor's professional abilities, he will not

search for different medicines and different treatments for himself. 

Both these examples show how we place confidence in other peo-

ple and surrender ourselves to them because of their special abilities.

Being able to rely on someone we trust gives us a welcome feeling of

peace of mind and confidence. However, trusting in Allah and surren-

dering ourselves to Him is an incomparably greater and more signifi-

cant matter than this.  

If we surrender ourselves to Allah, we willingly accept every-

thing He sends us throughout our lives—every event, every image,

every conversation. No matter what happens, we never ask, "What's

going on?” When we have experienced difficulty, we never say, "If

only this or that had not happened”, because we know that everything

that happens to us has been sent to us by our Lord Allah, to Whom we

have confidently surrendered ourselves and in Whose justice, kind-
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ness and mercy we have absolute faith. It is very important for us to

surrender ourselves to Allah, as a means to salvation. The importance

of this is explained in the following verses of the Qur’an:

If they argue with you, say, "I have submitted myself completely to

Allah, and so have all who follow me”. Say to those given the Book

and those who have no Book, ”Have you become Muslim?” If they

become Muslim, they have been guided. If they turn away, you are

only responsible for transmission. Allah sees His servants. (Surah

Al Imran: 20)

Those who submit themselves completely to Allah and do good

have grasped the Firmest Handhold. The end result of all affairs is

with Allah. (Surah Luqman: 22)

Those who do not surrender themselves to Allah, trusting instead

in their own wisdom and seeing themselves as separate, independent

beings, often experience suffering and torment throughout their lives.

Whenever they do not get what they want, they immediately begin to

feel unhappy and despairing—whereas if they knew that everything

Allah sends us is for a good purpose in terms of our ultimate fate, and

told themselves that Allah knows things that they do not know, noth-

ing would cause them sorrow or anxiety. For example, if someone is

late in arriving at the place he is going to, or is unable to reach it at all,

he may feel sorry about this for days. However, if he surrenders him-

self to Allah, he will know that not being able to get there must have

had a good purpose and that Allah must have willed this for his own

good and he will not feel worried in the slightest. There will be no sad-

ness and fear for such people either in this world or the next, as these

verses of the Qur’an tell us:

Those who say, "Our Lord is Allah”, and then go straight will feel

no fear and will know no sorrow. Such people are the Companions

of the Garden, remaining in it timelessly, for ever, as repayment for



what they did. (Surat al-Ahqaf: 13-14)

Yes, the friends of Allah will feel no fear and will know no sorrow:

those who believe and guard against evil, there is good news for

them in the life of this world and in the hereafter. There is no

changing the words of Allah. That is the great victory! (Surah

Yunus: 62-64)

AAllllaahh  aalllloowwss  tthhoossee  wwhhoo  ddoo  ggoooodd  
ttoo  hhaavvee  aa  ggoooodd  lliiffee
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Apart from His promise that we will have happiness and peace of

mind if we surrender to Him and to the fate that He has determined

for us, Allah also promises us that He will allow those who have faith

and trust in Him and perform good actions to have a good life in this

world:

Anyone who acts rightly, male or female, being a believer, We will

give them a good life and We will recompense them according to

the best of what they did. (Surat an-Nahl: 97)

... There is good in this world for those who do good, and the

abode of the hereafter is even better. How wonderful is the abode

of those who guard against evil… (Surat an-Nahl: 30)

There are many good things in this world. In order to have a good

life, one thing we need is friends we can trust and with whom we can

enjoy a relationship of mutual affection and real intimacy. Allah lends

His support to His servants who have sincere faith in Him and who

trust Him by giving them friends who are good Muslims like them-

selves—trustworthy, honourable people who are friends of Allah. That

is why a Muslim is never lonely. One of Allah's greatest gifts to the

faithful is to ensure that they always have friends with them – fellow-

Muslims whom they can trust, whom they love and respect and whom

they hold in greater honour than they hold themselves. 

One of the greatest difficulties for the ignorant—those who follow

a code of ethics different from that outlined in the Qur’an—is not hav-

ing anyone near them who can be a friend to them; they have no one

on whose wisdom and sincerity they can rely, who will stand by them

in all circumstances and who will give them support based on sincere

affection rather than on any desire for personal advantage.

Friendships between people who do not follow the values set out

in the Qur’an and exemplified in the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah,

may Allah bless him and grant him peace, always contain an element of
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conflict of interest. These people may not have anyone near them to sup-

port them if they find themselves in material or emotional difficulties.

This never happens with friendships between Muslims. Muslims have

such high standards that they will give priority to meeting the needs

of other people even when they themselves are in need. Allah de-

scribes these qualities of the believers in the following verse:

Those who were already settled in the abode, and in belief, before

they (the emigrants) came, love those who have emigrated to them

and do not find in their hearts any need for what they have been

given and prefer them to themselves even if they themselves are

needy. It is the people who are safe-guarded from the avarice of

their own selves who are successful. (Surat al-Hashr: 9)

A good Muslim does not enjoy being in the company of those

who do not call on the name of Allah, who rebel against destiny and

who have a liking for idle talk. That is why Allah ensures that Muslims

provide support for each other. The faithful constantly call on the

name of Allah, speak enthusiastically of the beautiful things He has

created and give thanks for His gifts. Everything they say has a reason

and a purpose; in everything they say there is joy, wisdom and beauty,

and strength, truth and majesty. Their words never cause distress, pes-

simism or despair and never lead people to give up hope that a solu-

tion will be found; their words are always hope-giving, like an an-

nouncement of good news, bringing enlightenment to those who lis-

ten and opening up new horizons for them; their words provide end-

less food for thought and create a feeling of spaciousness and relax-

ation in the listener. No one offends anyone else, no one says hurtful

things and no one speaks with envy or derision; instead, there is real

friendship, joy and affection, as there is the honesty of speaking the

truth, and real and genuine counsel in the affairs of this life and the

path to the next.
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Another characteristic of a good life

is that it is lived in clean, healthy and

comfortable surroundings. Muslims al-

ways choose the cleanest and most

healthy alternative. The conditions in

which the ignorant live, however, are

generally dirty, disorderly and depress-

ing. Such people prefer out-of-the-way

places that are dark and smoky, even for

recreation—although the soul of man

was created in such a way as to be able to

feel pleasure in the cleanness and beauty

of Heaven.

Allah may also give Muslims com-

fortable living conditions and material

abundance in this world. As we are told

in the Qur’an, some prophets such as

Muhammad, Sulayman, Yusuf and

Ibrahim, peace be upon all of them, were

people to whom abundance and material

wealth were given. For example, Allah

tells us that He has made Muhammad,

may Allah bless him and grant him

peace, rich, saying to him: "Did He not

find you impoverished and enrich

you?” (Surat ad-Duha: 8). However, our

Prophet was generous and gave every-

thing away to others and always pre-

ferred others, so that often he was left

without a single dinar or dirham, simply
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because of his generosity and reliance upon Allah. Also, Allah gave

Yusuf control over the treasuries of Egypt. And when Sulayman

prayed to Allah to give him a kingdom greater than anyone else could

possess, Allah granted his prayer.

In the following verse of the Qur’an, Allah tells Muslims that

through His munificence He will make them rich. In this case, Allah

mentions that if people are too poor to marry, yet they ought to marry

and then He will enrich them: 

If you are poor, Allah will enrich them from His bounty. Allah is
All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. (Surat an-Nur: 32)

Allah may make some of the faithful rich, and if He does, it is

through His grace and favour, but the faithful never pursue the mate-

rial benefits of this world as an end in itself. Their only desire is to ob-

tain Allah's grace and mercy, and to gain the Garden that Allah has

beautified with an infinite number of good things. Thus they use the

blessings and the wealth Allah has given them in the best possible

way, in order to obtain His blessing. They are not wasteful. They pro-

tect those in need and enable them to enjoy the good things Allah has

made available. They also use everything they own in the best possi-

ble way as a means of causing the teachings outlined in the Qur’an to

become more widely known and practised.   

Unlike the faithful, those who deny Allah often have a life of

never-ending distress and suffering. Even though they may be rich

and have all the wordly goods they could ask for, Allah gives such

people heaviness of heart:

When Allah desires to guide someone, He expands his breast to
Islam. When He desires to misguide someone, He makes his breast
narrow and constricted as if he were climbing up into the sky. That
is how Allah defiles those who disbelieve. (Surat al-An’am: 125)

In another verse, Allah tells us that those who obey Him will be
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happy, whereas those who do not will have a life of worry and care:

But if anyone turns away from My reminder, his life will be a dark
and narrow one and on the Day of Rising We will gather him
blind. (Surah Ta Ha: 124)

The only way for us to have a good life both in this world and the

next is to love Allah, to fear Him, to obtain His friendship and to re-

spect the rules and limitations set out in the Qur’an. Superstitious be-

liefs, such as the corrupted idea of karma, that do not originate in the

Qur’an cannot provide any real solution to our need for happiness and

our desire to live a good life. Allah tells us that it is He Himself Who

rescues us from distress in the following words:
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Karma is merely a
concept, and lacks any

power and consciousness with
which to bring about justice. The true 

possessor of justice is the Great Allah, the
Compassionate and Merciful, the

Superior and Mighty.



Say: "Allah rescues you from it, and from every
plight. Then you associate others with Him”. (Surat
al-An’am: 64)

n Indian religions, it is believed that karma is a law
of cause and effect, and that it is this law that causes people to re-
ceive the reward of their actions. There is no belief in a Creator
who has made this law and enforces it, however; the law of karma
is claimed to function by itself. For instance, it is believed that if
one performs wholesome actions such as donating money to
charitable organizations, one will experience happiness.8

However, there can of course be no metaphysical law of this kind
without some power or some will that causes things to be so.

One of the most logically unacceptable aspects of concept of

karma is that it asks us to believe that moral values can exist without

anyone to apply them. Even the laws made by man have authorities

and institutions to enforce them. For instance, the penalty for theft is

set out in every country's laws. However, these laws never function by

themselves; there are always authorities, institutions and officials to

enforce them. When someone commits theft, the laws do not go into

motion to put the thief in prison of their own ac-

cord. In order to do this, the process of law
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is carried out by police officers, judges, public prosecutors and courts

of law. Judges pronounce judgement according to the laws and the

criminal is punished for what he has done.

To say that karma is a law that works by itself would be even

more illogical than to claim that the laws of a country function of their

own accord, with no-one to enforce them. Imagine that the billions of

people who have so far lived on this earth are to be given another life

in which they will receive the just reward for whatever they have

done. In that case, who will observe how they behave while on earth?

Who will decide whether they are good or bad? And who will decide

on and arrange their next life in accordance with what they have done

in this? If the life we have in our next incarnation depends on what we

do in our present life, there must be some power that determines and

plans our fate. In karmic philosophy, however, there is no power of

this kind. According to this vague and irrational belief, all of this hap-

pens by itself. Moreover, it is also believed that this so-called "law of

karma"treats people justly and gives them the full and exact reward

for their actions without overlooking anything or making mistakes, al-

though this "law" has in fact no power to make decisions or judge-

ments. These are highly superstitious claims that any intelligent per-

son will, if they give the matter any thought, immediately understand

to be illogical.

Some people who believe in karma claim that the "law of karma"

functions in accordance with the will of God—in other words, that it

is God Who decides whether we have good or bad karma in this life,

and Who prepares the conditions under which we will live in our next

life. There is,however, an important fact that such people have over-

looked: there is no mention of the idea of karma in the true religion as

chosen for mankind by Allah and as communicated to us by means of

the Qur’an. As this book has already stated, the idea of karma is a su-
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perstitious belief that is not mentioned in the Qur’an and that has

many aspects which conflict with the beliefs of Islam. Therefore, those

who believe in the existence of Allah should not waste their time in-

vestigating it; instead, they should embrace the Qur’an and the clear

Sunnah of Muhammad, may Allah bless him and grant him peace. 

IItt  iiss  AAllllaahh  WWhhoo  rreewwaarrddss  ggoooodd  aaccttiioonnss  
aanndd  WWhhoo  iiss  tthhee  ssoouurrccee  ooff  iinnffiinniittee  jjuussttiiccee

Everyone who believes in Allah and who listens to the voice of his

or her intellect and conscience knows that Allah, not karma, is the

source of justice, and He pays us back in full for whatever we have

done during our life on earth, and sees everything unceasingly, knows

our inmost secrets and is the All Powerful, Supreme Lord of the whole

universe. Allah tells us that He Himself gives us the full and complete

reward of every good or bad action in several verses of the Qur’an:

Those who produce a good action will receive ten like it. But those
who produce a bad action will only be repaid with its equivalent
and they will not be wronged. (Surat al-An’am: 160)
And be steadfast. Allah does not let the wage of good-doers go to
waste. (Surah Hud: 115)
... As for those who fear Allah and are steadfast, Allah does not
allow to go to waste the wage of any people who do good. (Surah
Yusuf: 90)

Both in this world and in the afterlife, Allah rewards every one of

us for our actions in the most just way. For instance, He tells us that

those who disbelieve and who enter into conflict with those who are

good and cause difficulties for them will be punished by Him both in

this world and in the afterlife. Allah, in His infinite justice, punishes

disbelieving evildoers, destroys the traps they set for the good, causes

difficulties for them and makes them live a difficult and distressing
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life. However, in this life He protects the good who have belief in Him

and who trust Him and keeps them from evil; He makes difficult

things easy for them and promises them a good life. Allah tells us of

these things in the following verses of the Qur’an:

Allah calls to the Abode of Peace and He guides whom He wills to
a straight path. Those who do good will have the best and more!
Neither dust nor debasement will darken their faces. They are the
Companions of the Garden, remaining in it timelessly, for ever.
(Surah Yunus: 25-26)
Anyone who acts rightly, male or female, being a believer, We will
give them a good life and We will recompense them according to
the best of what they did. (Surat al-Nahl: 97)
As for him who gives out and guards against evil and confirms the
Good, We will pave his way to Ease. But as for him who is stingy
and self-satisfied, and denies the Good, We will pave his way to
Difficulty. (Surat al-Layl: 5-10)

AAllllaahh''ss  iinnffiinniittee  jjuussttiiccee  wwiillll  mmaanniiffeesstt  iittsseellff  oonn  tthhee  DDaayy  ooff  JJuuddggeemmeenntt
It is on the Day of Judgement that everything done by both the

good and the wicked throughout their lives on earth will be given its

full and exact reward.

According to concept of karma, it is in our next incarnation that

we will receive the reward of our actions. For instance, those who do

evil will be reborn in their next life as a plant, or perhaps as a slave.

Those who do good and help others will be rich or of high standing in

their next life. However, as has already been pointed out, this is not a

complete reward for good and evil actions; neither is it true that we

come to this world many times. We come to this world only once;

after this, our real life—the life in the afterlife, which will go on

forever—begins.  
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When we die, we will rise again on the Day of Judgement and be

brought to account for our doings on earth. While this process of giv-

ing account is going on, everything we did, said and thought through-

out our lives will be brought before us, and nothing will be left out of

the account that is placed in our hands. We are told about the shock

that unbelievers will get when their account is placed before them on

that day in the following verse:

The Book will be set in place and you will see the evildoers fear-
ful of what is in it. They will say, "Alas for us! What is this Book
which does not pass over any action, small or great, without
recording it?” They will find there everything they did and your
Lord will not wrong anyone at all. (Surat al-Kahf: 49)

On the Day of Judgement, when we will be called to account for

everything we have done during our lives on earth, we will all be

given our just reward, and no one will be done even the slightest in-

justice:

We will set up the Just Balance on the Day of Rising and no self
will be wronged in any way. Even if it is no more than the weight
of a grain of mustard-seed, We will produce it. We are sufficient as
a Reckoner. (Surat al-anbiya: 47)

TThhee  ggoooodd  wwiillll  rreecceeiivvee  tthheeiirr  rreewwaarrdd  iinn  tthhee  GGaarrddeenn,,  wwhhiillee  tthhee
wwiicckkeedd  wwiillll  rreecceeiivvee  tthheeiirr  ppuunniisshhmmeenntt  iinn  tthhee  FFiirree

When people are resurrected after their deaths, and after they

have been called to account by Allah's justice, they will be sent to their

real home—the Garden or the Fire—where they will remain for ever.

The Garden and the Fire are divided into different ranks so that we

can all be given what is due to us:

As for those who come to their Lord as evildoers, they will have
Hell where they will neither die nor stay alive. But as for those
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who come to Him as believers, having done right actions, they will
have the highest ranks: Gardens of Eden with rivers flowing under
them, remaining in them timelessly, for ever. That is the reward of
those who purify themselves. (Surah Ta Ha: 74-76)
Those are people of whom the statement about the nations, both of
jinn and men, who passed away before them, has also proved true;
truly they were the lost. Everyone will be ranked according to what
they did. We will pay them in full for their actions and they will not
be wronged. On the Day when those who disbelieved are exposed
to the Fire: "You dissipated the good things you had in your worldly
life and enjoyed yourself in it. So today you are being repaid with
the punishment of humiliation for being arrogant in the earth
without any right and for being deviators”. (Surat al-Ahqaf: 18-20)

Only Allah is capable of giving to everyone the exact reward for

everything they have done without anyone being wronged even

slightly.  Allah sees and knows everything; Allah is Forgiving and

Merciful, forgets nothing, is never mistaken and is Supremely Just.

AAllllaahh  kknnoowwss,,  sseeeess  aanndd  hheeaarrss  eevveerryytthhiinngg
Allah is aware of everything that happens on earth—every single

falling leaf and every private thought people have. This is what Allah

says in one of the verses of the Qur’an:

The keys of the Unseen are in His possession. No one knows them
but Him. He knows everything in the land and sea. No leaf falls
without His knowing it. There is no seed in the darkness of the
earth, and nothing moist or dry which is not in a Clear Book. (Surat
al-An’am: 59)

For instance, two people having a secret conversation may think

that only they themselves know about it; however, Allah is also with

them while they are talking. Allah hears and is aware of their secret



conversation and of everything they whisper to each other. Those who

are not mindful of Allah's presence think that these secret talks in

which they plan evil deeds will remain secret and never be found out,

so they will never be punished for their plans. However, Allah sees

and hears them, all the time:

Do they not know that Allah knows their secrets and their private
talk, and that Allah is the Knower of all unseen things? (Surat at-
Tawba: 78)

When Allah, Who knows and sees everything, gives people the

reward of their actions on the Day of Judgement, He will reveal the ac-

tions and thoughts that they imagined would remain secret. Allah

knows everything, even that which is most secret, as He tells us in the

Qur’an in the following words:

Everything in the heavens and everything on the earth and every-
thing in between them and everything under the ground belongs
to Him. Though you speak out loud, He knows your secrets and
what is even more concealed. (Surah Ta Ha: 6-7)

On the Day of Judgement, every-

thing will be revealed; nothing can be

kept secret from Allah, and Allah will

give everyone the just reward of their

actions, as we are told in the following

verse:

He is the Raiser of ranks, the
Possessor of the Throne, He sends
the Spirit by His command to
whichever of His servants He
wills so that he may warn
mankind about the Day of
Meeting: the Day when they will
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issue forth and when not one thing about them will be hidden

from Allah.”To whom does the kingdom belong today? To Allah,

the One, the Conqueror! Every self will be repaid today for what it

earned. Today there will be no injustice. Allah is swift at reckon-

ing”. (Surat al-Mu’min: 15-17)

In order for a just judgement to be given about someone or some-

thing, every visible and invisible detail must be known. For example,

the intentions we had in doing something must be known, and what

we were thinking and doing at times and in places where no one could

see us must also be known; judgement must be given according to this

information. Only Allah knows everything and sees what is unseen.

That is why only Allah can pronounce judgement on people with ab-

solute justice. In the following verse, we are told that Allah is the All-
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Knowing—He is aware of the inner nature of everything and of all

hidden aspects of affairs:

You who believe! Observe your duty to Allah and let each self look
to what it has sent forward for tomorrow. Observe your duty to
Allah. Allah is aware of what you do. (Surat al-Hashr: 18)

It is obvious that the concept of karma is simply an idea, a human

invention devoid of intelligence or power, i.e. it is devoid of conscious

awareness and does not possess attributes which belong to Allah

alone, such as "knowing all secrets and what is even more con-

cealed"and "hearing all private conversations”. We cannot expect a

concept of this kind to possess any power or will of its own. It would

be extremely illogical to deny that this is so. It would be like saying

that someone could invent a concept of their own and then claim that

this concept would administer justice among people and stop all the

wars in the world; it would be like claiming that everyone who re-

peated this idea to themselves every day would become rich. Such a

claim would be no more than superstition, entirely lacking in sub-

stance. In order for there to be justice in a place, there must be a will

that enforces justice. Karma is only a word, an idea. If we give the mat-

ter only a little thought, we will see how irrational and illogical the

concept of karma is. 

AAllllaahh  ffoorrggeettss  nnootthhiinngg  aanndd  
iiss  nneevveerr  mmiissttaakkeenn

When Allah judges between people, He evaluates everything that

happens and everything that is said. The judgement He gives is the

most correct one, and the one that is most beneficial. After all, it is He

Who created every thing. Some people of shallow opinions, however,

cannot conceive how He can know and remember everything. 
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One example of such peo-

ple given in the Qur’an is that

of the Pharaoh who lived at the

time of Musa. When Musa,

peace be upon him, said that

Allah shows everyone the right

way, Pharaoh asked what, in

that case, would happen to the

people who lived on earth in

the earliest times, thus showing

great ignorance:

He (Musa),said, "Our Lord

is He who gives each thing

its created form and then

guides it”. He (Pharaoh)

said, "What about the pre-

vious generations?” He

said, "Knowledge of them

is with my Lord in a Book.

My Lord does not misplace

nor does He forget”. (Surah

Ta Ha: 50-52)

Like His infinite justice,

Allah's freedom from all confu-

sion and the fact that He forgets

nothing is an attribute of His

divine essence. For instance, be-

cause men are weak and forget-

ful creatures, they may forget

the good or evil done them by a
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friend, or they may remember

the details incorrectly, or only

partially. This usually has a

negative effect on their ability

to think justly and make correct

decisions. Allah, however, is

the All-Preserver (Al-Hafiz). In

other words, He preserves all

things in detail. He is the One

Whose Knowledge encom-

passes all that He brought into

existence. For example, every-

thing about someone who is on

their first day at primary

school—everything they say,

the way they walk and every

feature of their behaviour—all

these things are present in the

knowledge of Allah in all their

freshness, exactly as they hap-

pened on that day. And every-

thing about a farmer who lived

in the time of Ibrahim, peace be

upon him, on the day he first

sowed seed in his field is also

present in the knowledge of

Allah. On the Day of

Judgement, all these details

will be observable, with all the

immediacy they had on the day
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they actually happened, just as if they were happening in the present.

In short, Allah forgets nothing; everything is constantly present to

the awareness of our Lord, Allah. That is why Allah can give each one

of us the exact reward of all our actions. It is mere superstition to ex-

pect that an imaginary concept like karma could administer justice

among people; it is irrational and illogical. 

AAllllaahh  iiss  MMoosstt  MMeerrcciiffuull  aanndd  FFoorrggiivviinngg
We are told in several verses of the Qur’an that Allah is Merciful,

Kind and Forgiving to His servants:

Do you not see that Allah has made everything on the earth sub-
servient to you and the ships running upon the sea by His com-
mand? He holds back the heaven, preventing it from falling to the
earth—except by His permission. Allah is All-Compassionate to
mankind, Most Merciful. (Surat al-Hajj: 65)
Truly your Lord is the Almighty, the Most Merciful. (Surat ash-
Shu’ara: 9)
Anyone who does evil or wrongs himself and then asks Allah’s
forgiveness will find Allah Ever-Forgiving, Most Merciful. (Surat
an-Nisa: 110)

Allah, Who is infinitely Merciful, forgives His servants’ wrong ac-

tions if they repent and mend their ways. He turns their evil actions

into good deeds; throughout their lives on earth, He gives them op-

portunities to reform themselves. In the Qur’an He tells us that if He

were to punish us all for our wrong actions immediately, there would

be no living thing left on earth. However, Allah tests His servants by

means of the time He grants them, and gives them countless opportu-

nities to obtain His grace and mercy, and to attain the Garden. In this

verse, He describes how He gives us a set period of time to achieve

these things:
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If Allah were to punish people for their wrong actions, not a sin-
gle creature would be left upon the earth, but He defers them till a
predetermined time. When their specified time arrives, they can-
not delay it for a single hour nor can they bring it forward. (Surat
al-Nahl: 61)

Those who have faith in Allah and trust in Him, who know that

Allah is infinitely Just and Merciful and submit to Him, experience

peace of mind and inner certainty in the afterlife, secure in the knowl-

edge that they will receive the exact reward of their actions on Earth,

and that no injustice whatsoever will be done them. 

However, those who choose as their guide a law, a rule or a myth

such as the idea of karma that has no place in the religion of truth, are

making a serious mistake. They are overlooking the fact that no imag-

inary law that any powerless being or person, who themselves are cre-

ated and who are incapable of creating anything, have invented and

given a name, can be of the slightest use to them either in this world

or the next. Such people are ignoring the fact that all these concepts are

"false gods" that cannot administer justice to men and have no power

to raise people to life again after their deaths or determine what lives

they will live in the first place. Such people should know that Allah is

the sole Creator of mankind, and that only He has the power to judge

and to understand the hidden reasons for things. This is what Allah

says in the Qur’an:

"Am I to desire someone other than Allah as a judge when it is He
who has sent down the Book to you clarifying everything?” Those
We have given the Book know it has been sent down from your
Lord with truth, so on no account be among the doubters. (Surat al-
An’am: 114)

Allah Is The Source of Real Justice
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The Qur'an is the only
guide for all mankind, and has

never been altered since the day it was
first revealed.



s we have already stated, many people seek love,

peace, inner certainty, friendship, mercy and kind-

ness—things which only Allah can give them—in

things other than Allah, such as idea of karma.

These beliefs are, however, founded on superstition

and error. It is only Allah, our Creator, Who understands our inner na-

ture and knows how we can be made happy and contented. Therefore,

the best and most correct way for us to follow is the way shown to us

by Allah Himself. Allah has described the right way and the right reli-

gion for us in the Qur’an, His most recent revelation. This is what

Allah says about the Qur’an: 

That is the Book, without any doubt. It contains guidance for those
who guard against evil. (Surat al-Baqara: 2)

Allah revealed the Qu’ran to the Prophet Muhammad, may Allah

bless him and grant him peace, in order to make Himself known to us,

to tell us the purpose for which mankind, life in this world and death

were created, to tell us of the existence of the afterlife, the end of the

world and of the Day of Judgement, and to tell us many essential

pieces of knowledge—such as which good qualities of char-

acter please Him. Allah revealed Himself to other

prophets before He revealed the
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Qur’an, but all the previous divinely-revealed books have, in time, be-

come partially corrupted. The Qur’an, however, is the most recent di-

vine revelation and has never been corrupted. Allah tells us that the

Qur’an will be protected, and will not suffer corruption, in the follow-

ing verse:

It is We Who have sent down the Reminder and We Who will pre-
serve it. (Surat al-Hijr: 9)

The faithful are absolutely confident in the knowledge that the

Qur’an is the very word of Allah and is the only guide for mankind.

There is a great deal of evidence for this. For instance, the inimitable

style in which it is written and the hidden meanings it contains are

clear evidence that it comes from Allah. Moreover, there are many mir-

acles in the Qur’an. For example, the Qur’an tells us some scientific

facts that were not known at the time when it was revealed, around

1400 years ago, but were only "discovered" in the twentieth century.

(For further details, see Appendix, "Miracles of the Qur’an”.) 

Apart from these scientific facts, the Qur’an also contains infor-

mation about future events. Many more miracles of the Qur’an took

place when these events actually occurred during the course of history.

(For further details, see Appendix, "Miracles of the Qur’an”.)

Another of the outstanding features of the Qur’an is the fact that

it is entirely free from inconsistency. Throughout history, enemies of

Islam have approached the Qur’an with prejudiced minds, and have

spent great efforts in order to find something that was, according to

their own shallow logic, inconsistent. But the Qur’an, being the word

of Allah, does not contain any inconsistency whatsoever. Allah tells us

of this characteristic of the Qur’an in the following verse:

Will they not ponder the Qur’an? If it had been from other than
Allah, they would have found many inconsistencies in it. (Surat
an-Nisa: 82)

The Qur'an: Allah's Most Recent Revelation
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TThhee  QQuurr’’aann  iiss  aa  gguuiiddee  tthhaatt  hheellppss  uuss  ttoo  
ddiissttiinngguuiisshh  ttrruutthh  ffrroomm  ffaallsseehhoooodd  

There are many ideas, philosophies and beliefs current in the

world. Several of these are based on superstitious and dangerous be-

liefs, ideas and practices, though they also have some positive fea-

tures. The concept of karma, for instance, contains several erroneous

and superstitious elements. It is true that there are some things about

it that might encourage people to live a morally good life. However,

the only way to distinguish what is truly good from what is truly evil

is to consult the Qu’ran and the Sunnah of the Messenger, may Allah

bless him and grant him peace, which Allah sent to us as our only

guide. During the course of this book, we have described some of the

characteristics of the idea of karma, and have explained why various

aspects of this idea are true or false. In doing this, our only criterion

and source of reference has been the verses of the Qur’an. For instance,

when criticising the belief in reincarnation which forms part of karmic

philosophy, we were guided by the verses of the Qur’an. The reason

for this is that all sources apart from Allah's Book and the Sunnah of

Muhammad, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, are products

of human thought, so they cannot be absolutely reliable. The only ab-

solutely reliable source is Allah's own Book and His Messenger’s

Sunnah. Those who delude themselves that they can live their lives ac-

cording to any other book or source cannot avoid error.

Allah tells us of the Quran's ability to distinguish truth from false-

hood in the following verse:

… and He has sent down the Furqan (The standard by which to
discern the true from the false). Those who reject Allah’s
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Signs will have a terrible punishment. Allah is Almighty, Exactor

of Revenge. (Surah Al ‘Imran:  4)

The Qur’an is the only Book that shows mankind the way to liber-

ation, that gives us warnings about our eternal life after death, that

indicates the right road and that is capable of being a guide for

those who want to obtain Allah's grace and mercy, and to reach

Allah's Garden. And the religion of Islam, as communicated to us

in the Qur’an, is the sole religion chosen by Allah for mankind in

this age. Allah tells us about this in the following verse:

If anyone desires anything other than Islam as a religion, it will

not be accepted from him, and in the hereafter he will be among

the losers. (Surah Al ‘Imran: 85)
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..."If the
Book had been

sent down to us, We
would have been better guided

than they were." For a Clear Sign has
come to you from your Lord and 

guidance and mercy...
(Surat al-An'am: 157)



n several eastern religions, as in the concept of karma
and other beliefs of this kind, there are obviously some
features borrowed or inherited from the true religions
of the very ancient peoples. However, in the course of
time, these beliefs have become corrupted owing to the

addition of elements of superstition and myth handed down from
generation to generation. While they may appeal to people to adopt
positive moral qualities and to live in peace, they also contain many
irrational elements such as the worship of cows, greeting them as if
they were people, and regarding mice and monkeys as sacred. That
is why everyone who wishes to bring positive qualities such as
peace, love, friendship and inner contentment into their lives, and
who sincerely wishes to ensure that these qualities become more
widespread among mankind in general, should look to Allah and to
the Qur’an, the book that Allah revealed to us and chose for us as our
guide. It is only in the Qur’an that we will find the solution to every
problem that causes us worry and that we wish to set right. Allah has
created every one of us in such a way that we will find happiness and
peace of mind if we follow the religion He Himself chose for us:

So set your face firmly towards the religion, as a pure natural believer,
Allah’s natural pattern on which He made mankind. There is no

changing Allah’s creation. That is the true religion—
but most people do not know it. (Surat ar-

Rum: 30)
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Truly your Lord is the
Almighty, the Most Merciful.

Truly it is revelation sent down by the Lord 
of all the worlds.

(Surat ash-Shu'ara': 191-192)



he matchless style of the Qur'an and the superior wis-
dom in it are definite evidence that it is the word of
Allah. In addition, the Qur'an has many miraculous at-

tributes proving that it is a revelation from Allah. One of these attributes
is the fact that a number of scientific truths that we have only been able to
uncover by the technology of the twentieth century were stated in the
Qur'an 1,400 years ago.

This chapter includes some of the miracles of the Qur’an. (For further
detail, please see Harun Yahya, Miracles of the Qur’an, Attique
Publishers, 2001)

TThhee  SSpplliittttiinngg  AAssuunnddeerr  ooff  
""tthhee  HHeeaavveennss  aanndd  tthhee  EEaarrtthh""  

Another verse about the creation of the heavens is as follows: 

Do not the Unbelievers see that the heavens and the Earth were
joined together (as one unit of creation), before We clove them
asunder, and We made from water every living thing. Will they not
then believe? (Surat al-Anbiya': 30)

The word ratq translated as "sewn to" means
"mixed in each, blended" in Arabic dictionaries.
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It is used to refer to two different substances that make up a whole. The

phrase "we unstitched" is the verb fataqa in Arabic and implies that some-

thing comes into being by tearing apart or destroying the structure of ratq.

The sprouting of a seed from the soil is one of the actions to which this

verb is applied.

Let us take a look at the verse again with this knowledge in mind. In

the verse, sky and earth are at first subject to the status of ratq. They are

separated (fataqa) with one coming out of the other. Intriguingly, when

we remember the first moments of the Big Bang, we see that a single point

included all the matter in the universe. In other words, everything, in-

cluding "the heavens and earth" which were not created yet, were includ-

ed in this point in a condition of ratq. This point exploded violently, caus-

ing its matter to fataqa and in the process created the structure of the

whole universe.

When we compare the expressions in the verse with scientific find-

ings, we see that they are in perfect agreement with each other.

Interestingly enough, these findings were not arrived at until the twenti-

eth century.

OOrrbbiittss
While referring to the Sun and the Moon in the Qur'an, it is empha-

sized that each moves in a definite orbit.

It is He Who created the night and the day, and the sun and the

moon. They swim along, each in an orbit. (Surat al-Anbiya': 33)

It is mentioned in another verse, too, that the Sun is not static but

moves in a definite orbit:

And the sun runs to its resting place. That is the decree of the

Almighty, the All-Knowing. (Surat as-Saffat: 38)

These facts communicated in the Qur'an have been discovered by as-

tronomical observations in our age. According to the calculations of ex-

perts on astronomy, the Sun is traveling at the enormous speed of 720,000
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kilometers an hour in the direction of the star Vega in a particular orbit

called the Solar Apex. This means that the sun travels roughly 17,280,000

kilometers a day. Along with the Sun, and all planets and satellites with-

in the gravitational system of the Sun also travel the same distance. In ad-

dition, all the stars in the universe are in a similar planned motion.

That the entire universe is full of paths and orbits such as this one, is

written in the Qur'an as follows:

By the sky full of paths and orbits. (Surat adh-Dhariyat: 7)

There are about 200 billion galaxies in the universe, consisting of

nearly 200 billion stars in each. Most of these stars have planets, and most

of those planets have satellites. All of these heavenly bodies move in very

precisely computed orbits. For millions of years, each has been "swim-

ming" along in its own orbit in perfect harmony and order with all the

others. Moreover, many comets also move along in the orbits determined

for them.

The orbits in the universe do not only belong to celestial bodies. The

galaxies also travel at enormous speeds in computed, planned orbits.

During these movements, none of these celestial bodies cuts across an-

other's path, or collides with another. 

Surely at the time the Qur'an was revealed, mankind did not possess

today's telescopes or advanced observation technologies to observe mil-

lions of kilometres of space, nor the modern knowledge of physics or as-

tronomy. Therefore, at that time, it was not possible to determine scientif-

ically that space is "full of paths and orbits" as stated in the verse.

However, this was openly declared to us in the Qur'an that was revealed

at that time:–because the Qur'an is the word of Allah.

TThhee  RRoouunnddnneessss  ooff  tthhee  EEaarrtthh
He has created the Heavens and the Earth for Truth. He wraps the

night up in the day, and wraps the day up in the night. (Surat az-

Zumar: 5) 
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In the Qur'an, the words used for describing the universe are quite

remarkable. The Arabic word that is translated as "to wrap" in the above

verse is "takwir". In English, it means "to make one thing lap over anoth-

er, folded up as a garment that is laid away". (For instance, in Arabic dic-

tionaries this word is used for the action of wrapping one thing around

another, in the way that a turban is put on.)

The information given in the verse about the day and the night wrap-

ping each other up includes accurate information about the shape of the

world. This can be true only if the earth is round. This means that in the

Qur'an, which was revealed in the seventh century, the roundness of the

world was hinted at.

It should be remembered, however, that the understanding of as-

tronomy of the time perceived the world differently. It was then thought

that the world was a flat plane and all scientific calculations and explana-

tions were based on this belief. The verses of the Qur'an, however, include

information that we have learned only in the past century. Since the

Qur'an is Allah's word, the most correct words were used in it when it

comes to describing the universe.

TThhee  PPrrootteecctteedd  RRooooff
In the Qur'an, Allah calls our attention to a very interesting attribute

of the sky:

We made the sky a preserved and protected roof yet still they turn

away from Our Signs... (Surat al-Anbiya': 32)

This attribute of the sky has been proved by scientific research car-

ried out in the twentieth century.

The atmosphere surrounding the earth serves crucial functions for

the continuity of life. While destroying many meteors big and small as

they approach the earth, it prevents them from falling to earth and harm-

ing living things.

In addition, the atmosphere filters the light rays coming from space
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that are harmful to living things. Interestingly, the atmosphere lets only
harmless and useful rays– visible light, near ultraviolet light, and radio
waves pass through. All of this radiation is vital for life. Near ultraviolet
rays, which are only partially let in by the atmosphere, are very important
for the photosynthesis of plants and for the survival of all living beings.
The majority of the intense ultraviolet rays emitted from the sun are fil-
tered out by the ozone layer of the atmosphere and only a limited–and es-
sential–part of the ultraviolet spectrum reaches the Earth.

The protective function of the atmosphere does not end here. The at-
mosphere also protects the earth from the freezing cold of the space,
which is about minus 2700C.

It is not only the atmosphere that protects the Earth from harmful ef-
fects. In addition to the atmosphere, the Van Allen Belt, a layer caused by
the magnetic field of the Earth, also serves as a shield against the harmful
radiation that threatens our planet. This radiation, which is constantly
emitted by the Sun and other stars, is deadly to living things. If the Van
Allen belt did not exist, the massive outbursts of energy called solar flares
that frequently occur in the Sun would destroy all life on Earth.

Dr. Hugh Ross has this to say on the importance of Van Allen Belts

The magnetosphere layer, formed by the magnetic field of the Earth, serves as a shield protecting the

earth from celestial bodies, harmful cosmic rays and particles.  In the above picture, this magnetosphere

layer, which is also named Van Allen Belts, is seen. These belts at thousands of kilometres above the

earth protect the living things on the Earth from the fatal energy that would otherwise reach it from space. 
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to our lives: 

In fact, the Earth has the highest density of any of the planets in our

Solar System. This large nickel-iron core is responsible for our large

magnetic field. This magnetic field produces the Van-Allen radiation

shield, which protects the Earth from radiation bombardment. If this

shield were not present, life would not be possible on the Earth. The

only other rocky planet to have any magnetic field is Mercury - but its

field strength is 100 times less than the Earth's. Even Venus, our sister

planet, has no magnetic field. The Van-Allen radiation shield is a de-

sign unique to the Earth.9

The energy transmitted in just one of these bursts detected in recent

years was calculated to be equivalent to 100 billion atomic bombs similar

to the one dropped on Hiroshima. Fifty-eight hours after the burst, it was

observed that the magnetic needles of compasses displayed unusual

movement and 250 kilometers above the earth's atmosphere, the temper-

ature suddenly increased to 2,5000C.

In short, a perfect system is at work high above the Earth. It sur-

rounds our world and protects it against external threats. Scientists only

learned about it recently, yet centuries ago, Allah informed us in the

Qur'an of the world's atmosphere functioning as a protective shield.

TThhee  RReettuurrnniinngg  SSkkyy
The verse 11 of Surat at-Tariq in the Qur'an, refers to the "returning"

function of the sky.

By Heaven with its cyclical systems. (Surat at-Tariq: 11)

This word interpreted as "cyclical" in Qur'an translations also has

meanings of "sending back" or "returning".

As known, the atmosphere surrounding the Earth consists of many

layers. Each layer serves an important purpose for the benefit of life.

Research has revealed that these layers have the function of turning the

materials or rays they are exposed to back into space or back down to the
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Earth. Now let us examine with a few examples of this "recycling" func-

tion of the layers encircling the Earth.

The troposphere, 13 to 15 kilometers above the Earth, enables water

vapor rising from the surface of the Earth to be condensed and turn back

as rain.

The ozone layer, at an altitude of 25 kilometers, reflects harmful ra-

diation and ultraviolet light coming from space and turns both back into

space.

The ionosphere, reflects radio waves broadcast from the Earth back

down to different parts of the world, just like a passive communications

satellite, and thus makes wireless communication, radio, and television

broadcasting possible over long distances. 

The magnetosphere layer turns the harmful radioactive particles

emitted by the Sun and other stars back into space before they reach the

Earth.

The fact that this property of the atmosphere's layers, that was onlt

demonstrated in the recent past was announced centuries ago in the

Qur'an, once again demonstrates that the Qur'an is the word of Allah.

TThhee  PPaaiirrss  iinn  CCrreeaattiioonn
Glory be to Him Who created all the pairs: from what the earth pro-

duces and from themselves and from things unknown to them.

(Surat as-Saffat: 36)

Although the concept of ''pair'' or "couple" commonly stands for

male and female, the statement of ''from things unknown to them'' has

wider implications. Today, one of the implications of the verse has been

revealed. The British scientist Paul Dirac, who proposed that matter is cre-

ated in pairs, was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics in 1933. This dis-

covery, called ''parité'', maintains that matter is paired with its opposite:

anti-matter. Anti-matter carries the opposite properties to matter. For in-

stance, as opposed to matter, the electron of anti-matter is positively
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charged and its protons are negatively charged. This fact is stated in a sci-

entific source in this way:

"... every particle has its antiparticle of opposite charge… … and the

uncertainty relation tells us that pair creation and pair annihilation

happen in the vacuum at all times, in all places."10

TThhee  RReellaattiivviittyy  ooff  TTiimmee
Today, the relativity of time is a proven scientific fact. This was re-

vealed by Einstein's theory of relativity at the early years of the twentieth

century. Until then, people did not know that time was a relative concept,

and that it could change according to the environment. Yet, the great sci-

entist Albert Einstein openly proved this fact with the theory of relativity.

He showed that time is dependent on mass and velocity. In the history of

humanity, no one had expressed this fact clearly before. 

With one exception though; the Qur'an included information about

time's being relative! Some verses about the subject read: 

They ask you to hasten the punishment. Allah will not break His

promise. A day with your Lord is equivalent to a thousand years in

the way you count. (Surat al-Hajj: 47)

He directs the whole affair from heaven to earth. Then it will again

ascend to Him on a Day whose length is a thousand years by the

way you measure. (Surat as-Sajda: 5)

The angels and the Spirit ascend to Him in a day whose length is

fifty thousand years. (Surat al-Ma'arij: 4)

In some verses, it is indicated that people perceive time differently

and that sometimes people can perceive a very short period of time as a

very lengthy one. The following conversation of people held during their

judgement in the Hereafter is a good example of this:

He will say, 'How many years did you tarry on the earth?' They will

say, 'We tarried there for a day or part of a day. Ask those able to
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count!' He will say, 'You only tarried there for a little while if you
did but know! (Surat al-Mu'minun: 12)

The fact that the relativity of time is so clearly mentioned in the
Qur'an, which started to be revealed in 610, is another evidence that it is
a holy book.

TThhee  FFoorrmmaattiioonn  ooff  RRaaiinn
How rain forms remained a great mystery for a long time. Only after

weather radar was invented was it possible to discover the stages by
which rain is formed. 

According to this, the formation of rain takes place in three stages.
First, the "raw material" of rain rises up into the air with the wind. Later,
clouds are formed, and finally raindrops appear. 

The Qur'an's account of the formation of rain refers exactly to this
process. In one verse, this formation is described in this way: 

It is Allah Who sends the winds which stir up clouds which He
spreads about the sky however He wills. He forms them into dark
clumps and you see the rain come pouring out from the middle of
them. When He makes it fall on those of His slaves He wills, they
rejoice. (Surat ar-Rum: 48)

Now, let us examine these three stages outlined in the verse more
technically. 

FIRST STAGE: " It is Allah Who sends the winds..."
Countless air bubbles formed by the foaming of the oceans continu-

ously burst and cause water particles to be ejected towards the sky. These
particles, which are rich in salt, are then carried away by winds and rise
upward in the atmosphere. These particles, which are called aerosols,
function as water traps, and form cloud drops by collecting around the
water vapour themselves, which rises from the seas as tiny droplets.  

SECOND STAGE: "... which stir up clouds which He spreads about
the sky however He wills. He forms them into dark clumps..."
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The clouds are formed from water vapour that condenses around the

salt crystals or dust particles in the air. Because the water droplets in these

clouds are very small (with a diameter between 0.01 and 0.02 mm), the

clouds are suspended in the air, and spread across the sky. Thus, the sky

is covered in clouds.

THIRD STAGE: "… and you see the rain come pouring our from the

middle of them"

The water particles that surround salt crystals and dust particles

thicken and form raindrops, so, drops that become heavier than the air

leave the clouds and start to fall to the ground as rain. 

As we have seen, every stage in the formation of rain is related in the

verses of the Qur'an. Furthermore, these stages are explained in exactly

the right sequence. Just as with many other natural phenomena on the

Earth, Allah gives the most correct explanation of this phenomenon as

well, and made it known to people in the Qur'an centuries before it was

discovered. 

In another verse, the following information is given about the for-

mation of rain: 

Have you not seen how Allah drives along the clouds, then joins

them together, then makes them into a stack, and then you see the

rain come out of it? And He sends down from the sky mountain

masses (of clouds) with cold hail in them, striking with it anyone

He wills and averting it from anyone He wills. The brightness of

His lightning almost blinds the sight. (Surat an-Nur: 43)

Scientists studying cloud types came across surprising results re-

garding the formation of rain clouds. Rain clouds are formed and shaped

according to definite systems and stages. The formation stages of cumu-

lonimbus, one kind of rain cloud, are these: 

1. STAGE, Being driven along: Clouds are carried along, that is, they

are driven along, by the wind. 

2. STAGE, Joining: Then, small clouds (cumulus clouds) driven along
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by the wind join together, forming a larger cloud.11

3. STAGE, Stacking: When the small clouds join together, updrafts

within the larger cloud increase. The updrafts near the centre of the

cloud are stronger than those near the edges. These updrafts cause the

cloud body to grow vertically, so the cloud is stacked up. This vertical

growth causes the cloud body to stretch into cooler regions of the at-

mosphere, where drops of water and hail formulate and begin to grow

larger and larger. When these drops of water and hail become too

heavy for the updrafts to support them, they begin to fall from the

cloud as rain, hail, etc.12

We must remember that meteorologists have only recently come to

know these details of cloud formation, structure and function, by using

advanced equipment like planes, satellites, computers etc. It is evident

that Allah has given us a piece of information that could not have been

known 1,400 years ago. 

TThhee  FFeeccuunnddaattiinngg  WWiinnddss
In one verse of the Qur'an, the "fecundating" characteristic of the

winds, and the formation of rain as a result are mentioned.

And We send the fecundating winds, then cause water to descend

from the sky, therewith providing you with water in abundance.

(Surat al-Hijr: 22)

In this verse, it is pointed out that the first stage in the formation of

rain is wind. Until the beginning of the twentieth century, the only rela-

tionship between the wind and the rain that was known, was that the

wind drove the clouds. However, modern meteorological findings have

demonstrated the "fecundating" role of the wind in the formation of rain.

This fecundating function of the wind works in the following way:

On the surface of oceans and seas, countless air bubbles form be-

cause of the water's foaming action. The moment these bubbles burst,

thousands of tiny particles, with a diameter of just one hundredth of a



millimeter, are thrown up into the air.
These particles, known as "aerosols",
mix with dust carried from the land by
the wind, and are carried to the upper
layers of the atmosphere. These parti-
cles carried to higher altitudes by
winds come into contact with water
vapour up there. Water vapour con-
denses around these particles and
turns into water droplets. These water
droplets first come together and form
clouds, and then fall to the Earth in the
form of rain.

As seen, winds "fecundate" the
water vapour floating in the air with the

particles they carry from the sea, and eventually help the formation of
rain clouds.

If winds did not possess this property, water droplets in the upper at-
mosphere would never form, and there would be no such thing as rain.

The most important point here is that this critical role of the wind in
the formation of rain was stated centuries ago in a verse of the Qur'an, at
a time when people knew very little about natural phenomena…

TThhee  IIddeennttiittyy  iinn  tthhee  FFiinnggeerrpprriinntt
While it is stated in the Qur'an that it is easy for Allah to bring man

back to life after death, peoples' fingerprints are particularly emphasized:

Yes, We are able to put together in perfect order the very tips of his
fingers. (Surat al-Qiyama: 3-4)

The emphasis on fingerprints has a very special meaning. This is be-
cause everyone's fingerprint is unique to himself. Every person who is
alive or who has ever lived in this world has a set of unique fingerprints. 
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That is why fingerprints are accepted as a very
important proof of identity, exclusive to their
owner, and are used for this purpose around the
world.

But what is important is that this feature of
fingerprints was only discovered in the late nine-
teenth century. Before then, people regarded fin-
gerprints as ordinary curves without any specific
importance or meaning. However in the Qur'an,
Allah points to the fingertips, which did not attract anyone's at-
tention at that time, and calls our attention to their importance–an impor-
tance that was only finally understood in our day.

TThhee  VViiccttoorryy  ooff  BByyzzaannttiiuumm
Another astonishing piece of revelation that the Qur'an gives about

the future is to be found in the first verses of Sura Rum, which refers to
the Byzantine Empire, the eastern part of the later Roman Empire. In these
verses, it is stated that the Byzantine Empire had met with a great defeat,
but that it would soon gain victory.

Elif, Lam, Mim. The Romans have been defeated in the lowest
land, but after their defeat they ill themselves be victorious in a
few years' time. The affair is Allah's from beginning to end. (Surat
ar-Rum: 1-4)

These verses were revealed around 620 AD, almost seven years after
the severe defeat of Christian Byzantium at the hands of the idolater
Persians. Yet it was related in the verses that Byzantium would shortly be
victorious. In fact, Byzantium had then suffered such heavy losses that it
seemed impossible for it even to survive, let alone be victorious again.
Not only the Persians, but also Avars, Slavs and Lombards posed serious
threats to the Byzantine Empire. The Avars had reached as far as the walls
of Constantinople. The Byzantine Emperor Heraclius had ordered the
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gold and silver in churches to be melted and turned into money in order

to meet the expenses of the army. When these proved insufficient, even

bronze statues were melted down to be turned into money. Many gover-

nors had revolted against Emperor Heraclius, and the empire was on the

point of collapse. Mesopotamia, Cilicia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt and

Armenia, which had earlier belonged to Byzantium, were invaded by the

idolater Persians.13

In short, everyone was expecting the Byzantine Empire to be de-

stroyed. But right at that moment, the first verses of Sura Rum were re-

vealed, announcing that Byzantium would triumph in a few years' time.

This victory seemed so impossible that Arab polytheists had gone so far

as to make fun of these verses. They thought that the victory announced

in the Qur'an would never come true. 

Around seven years after the revelation of the first verses of Sura

Rum, in December 627 AD, a decisive battle between Byzantium and the

Persian Empire was fought at Nineveh. And this time the Byzantine army

unexpectedly defeated the Persians. A few months later, the Persians had

to make an agreement with Byzantium, which obliged them to return the

territories they had taken from it.14

At the end, "the victory of the Romans," proclaimed by Allah in the

Qur'an, miraculously came true.

Another miracle revealed in these verses is the announcement of a

geographical fact that could not have been known by anyone at that time. 

In the third verse of Surat ar-Rum, we are informed that the Romans

had been defeated in the lowest region of the Earth. This expression,

"Adna al Ard" in Arabic, is interpreted as "a nearby place" in many trans-

lations. Yet this is not the literal meaning of the original statement, but

rather a figurative interpretation of it. The word "Adna" in Arabic is de-

rived from the word "deni", which means "low" and "ard", which means

"world". Therefore the expression "Adna al Ard" means "the lowest place

on the Earth".

Most interestingly, the crucial stages of the war fought between the
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Byzantine Empire and the Persians, when the Byzantines were defeated

and lost Jerusalem, had really taken place at the lowest point on earth.

This specified region is the Dead Sea basin, which is situated at the inter-

section point of the lands belonging to Syria, Palestine, and Jordan. The

"Dead Sea", lying 395 meters below sea level, really is the lowest region on

Earth. 

This means that the Byzantines were defeated at the lowest part of

the world, just as stated in the verse. 

The most interesting point lies in the fact that the altitude of the Dead

Sea could only be measured with modern measurement techniques.

Before that, it was impossible for anyone to know that it was the lowest

region on the surface of the Earth. Yet, this region was stated to be the

lowest point on the Earth in the Qur'an. Hence, this provides further evi-

dence that the Qur'an is divine revelation.

TThhee  WWoorrdd  ""HHaammaann""  IInn  TThhee  QQuurr’’aann
The information given in the Qur'an about ancient Egypt reveals

many historical facts that had remained undisclosed until recent times.

These facts also indicate to us that every word in the Qur'an has been re-

vealed by sure wisdom.

Haman is a character whose name is mentioned in the Qur'an, along

with the Pharaoh. He is recorded in six different places of the Qur'an as

one of the closest men to the Pharaoh.

Surprisingly the name of Haman is never mentioned in those sec-

tions of the Torah pertaining to the life of Moses. However, the mention

of Haman can be found in the last chapters of the Old Testament as the

helper of a Babylonian king who inflicted many cruelties on the Israelites

approximately 1,100 years after Moses.

Some non-Muslims, who claim that the Prophet Muhammad (peace

be upon him) wrote the Qur'an by copying from the Torah and the Bible,

also assert that during the process, he transferred some of the subjects re-

lated in these books into the Qur'an incorrectly.
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The absurdity of these claims was demonstrated only after the
Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet had been deciphered, approximately 200
years ago, and the name "Haman" discovered in the ancient scripts.

Before these discoveries, the writings and inscriptions of ancient
Egypt could not be understood. The language of ancient Egypt was hi-
eroglyphic, which survived through the ages.  However, with the spread
of Christianity and other cultural influences in the 2nd and 3rd centuries
AD, Egypt forsook its ancient beliefs as well as hieroglyphic writing. The
last known example of the use of hieroglyphic writing was an inscription
dated 394 AD.  Then that language was forgotten, leaving nobody who
could read and understand it. And that was the situation until some 200
years ago…

The mystery of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics was solved in 1799 by
the discovery of a tablet called the "Rosetta Stone" dating back to 196 B.C.
The importance of this inscription was that it was written in three different
forms of writing: Hieroglyphics, demotic (a simplified form of ancient
Egyptian hieratic writing) and Greek. With the help of the Greek script, the
ancient Egyptian writings were decoded. The translation of the inscription
was completed by a Frenchman named Jean-Françoise Champollion. Hence
a forgotten language and the events related in it were brought to light. In this
way, a great deal of knowledge about the civilization, religion and social life
of ancient Egypt became available.

Through the decoding of hieroglyph, an important piece of

knowledge was revealed: the name "Haman" was indeed mentioned

in Egyptian inscriptions. This name was referred to in a monument in

the Hof Museum in Vienna.15

In the dictionary of People in the New Kingdom, that was prepared
based on the entire collection of inscriptions, Haman is said to be "the
head of stone quarry workers".16

The result revealed a very important truth. Unlike the false assertion
of the opponents of the Qur'an, Haman was a person who lived in Egypt
at the time of Moses, who had been close to the Pharaoh, and had been in-
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volved in construction work, just as imparted in the Qur'an.

Furthermore, the verse in the Qur'an describing the event where the

Pharaoh asked Haman to build a tower is in perfect agreement with this

archaeological finding:

Pharaoh said, 'Council, I do not know of any other god for you
apart from Me. Haman, kindle a fire for me over the clay and build
me a lofty tower so that perhaps I may be able to climb up to
Moses' god! I consider him a blatant liar.' (Surat al-Qasas: 38)

In conclusion, the existence of the name Haman in the ancient Egyptian

inscriptions not only rendered the fabricated claims of the opponents of the

Qur'an worthless, but also confirmed one more time the fact that the Qur'an

comes from Allah. In a miraculous way, the Qur'an conveys to us historical

information that could not have been possessed or understood at the time of

the Prophet. 
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They said "Glory be to You!
We have no knowledge except what

You have taught us. You are the 
All-Knowing, the All-Wise."

(Surat al-Baqara: 32)
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